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INTRODUCTION 

When T. S. Eliot reviewed Jemes Joyce's Ulysses in 

the November, 1923> issue of The Dial, he pointed out the 

emergence of a new literary technique, the mythical method. 

. . . Joyce's parallel use of the Odyssey has . . . 
the importance of a scientific discovery. . . . In 
using the myth, in manipulating a continuous par
allel between contemporaneity and antiquity> Mr. 
Joyee is pursuing a method which others must pursue 
after him. • . , It is simply a way of controlling, 
of ordering, of giving a shape and a significance 
to the immense panorama of futility and anarchy 
which is contemporary history. . , . Instead of nar
rative method, we may now use the mythical method.'*' 

This mythical method makes use of archetypal patterns of 

literature to enrich an author's work and give it a depth 

of meaning that would otherwise be impossible or unlikely. 

In Ulysses Joyce paralleled, by means of contoiporary char

acters and their activities in Dublin, the ancient charac

ters and events of the Ulysses myth, by implying various 

analogies between the two seemingly unrelated sets of cir

cumstances. In this way Joyce was able to say by implica

tion more about the moral values of his characters than he 

could have said in perhaps any other subtle way. Through

out the years since the publication of '̂ Ulysses, Order and 

4 . S. Eliot, "Ulysses, Order and Myth,** Dial. IJCX7 
(November, 1923). ̂ 82-83. 
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Myth," the mythical method suggested by Eliot has been 

adopted by numerous authors. William Faulkner is one of 

these authors who have drawn on mythic sources to add depth 

to their writing. 

Thrall and Hibbard's A Handbook to Literature de

fines myths as 

anonymous stories having their roots in the primi
tive folk-beliefs of races or nations and pre
senting supernatural episodes as a means of inter
preting natural events in an effort to make con
crete and particular a special perception of man 
or a cosmic view. 

According to Lawrence Thompson in William Faulkner; An 

Introduction and Interpretation^ 

Anthropologists and ethnologists have continued to 
provide abundant evidence that various primitive 
cultures seem to have performed analogous rituals, 
even back in prehistoric times, to propitiate those 
bodiless forces in nature (or behind nature) which 
those primitive peoples viewed as either granting 
or denying life; as either helping or hindering 
the different leases and processes of growth in 
plants, animals, and human beings. When these na
tural forces became personified, in those primi
tive rituals, and then were given personal repre
sentation in ritualistic narratives which expressed 
the primitive man's wonder, fear, hope, and awe, at 
that moment one form of "myth" had been created. 
Those "mythic" narratives hint at various ways in 
which human beings were thought capable of placing 
themselves in accord with, or in opposition to, 
such life-forces as the makers of those narratives 
thought they understood. Their stories thus served 

William Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard, A Hand
book to Id-teraturê  revised by C. Hugh Holman (New tork: 
Odyssey hress, I9t>0), p. 298. Hereinafter referred to as 
Handbook, 



to provide poetic illuminations concerning certain 
generally accepted beliefs as to causes and con
sequences, origins and destinies, together with 
particular suggestions as to how human goals or 
ideals were either honored or betrayed by human 
actions. One basic definition for the term "myth" 
is thus provided by that set of usages. By ex
tension, the same term may be applied to any later 
forms of narrative which serve related functions.3 

Regardless of country of origin, myths seem to ex

hibit certain common themes, e.g., attempts '*to explain 

the creation, divinity, and religion, to guess at the mean

ing of existence and death, to account for natural phenom-

ena, and to chronicle the adventures of racial heroes." 

Moreover, there are in the myths of various countries no

ticeably similar motifs, characters, and actions, which are 

often designated by students of mythology as archetypes. 

Archetypes are believed to evoke profound emotions in the 

reader because they awaken fundamental images in the un-
5 

conscious memory, thus causing strong responses. Dirall 

and Hibbard further explain that myths have come to be re

garded as "dramatic or narrative embodiments of a people's 

perception of the deepest truths. 

^lAwrence Thompson, William Faulkner: An Intpo-
duction 9nA Interpretation, AM6¥î «itt AUth6i*i aiftff Critics 
Series (!lew York: Sarnes and Noble, Inc., I963), pp. 22-
23. Hereinafter referred to as William Faulkner. 

Thrall and Hibbard, Handbook, p. 299-

^Ibid.. p. 32. 

^Ibid., p. 299. Other definitions of myth supplement 



A di8tineti<m must be made, however, between the 

use of the term "nyth" In its familiar sense and in its 

current literary sense. In its traditional sense myth is 

"en enonyaotts, non-literary, essentially religious formula

tion of the cosmic view of a people who approach its formu

lations not as representations of truth but as truth it

self"! in the current literary sense it is "the intelligible 

and often self-conscious use of such primitive methods to 

express something deeply felt by the individual artist which 
7 

will, he hopes, prove to have universal responses." This 

is one of the points made in Thompson*s statement above. 

Particularly to be noted is his ccajment that the term '*myth" 

and reinforce Thrall and Hibbard*s discussion. Webster's 
Seventh New Collegiate pictionary defines myth simply as 
•̂a uaually traditional Story of ostensibly historical 
events that serves to unfold part of the world view of a 
people or explain a practice, belief, or natural phenomenon." 
Richard Chase's article "Myth as Literature," in Myth and 
Method, ed. by Jasuie Edwin Miller (Lincoln: Uhiverelty of 
Nebraska Press, i960, pp. 127*1^3), speaks of myth as an 
aesthetic creation of the human imagination, a tale, narra
tive or poem (p. I29), concerned, according to Sir James 
Fraeer*8 statement, with "the 'origin of the world and man, 
the motions of the stars, the vloissitudes of vegetation, 
weather, eclipses, storms, the discovexy of fire, the in
vention of the useful arts, the mystery of death" (p. I30). 
Chase sees myth as "literature which suffuses the natural 
itltti preternatural efficacy," i.e., literature that spreads 
throughout the ordinary a beyond normal power to produce ef
fects (p. lJ5h Xn Myths of_the World (New York: Grosset 
and Dunlap, 1930) Padralc Colum siaies that "myttrology is 
made up of stories regarded as sacred that form an integral 
and active part of a culture" (p. viii). 

'̂ Thrall and Hibbard, Handbo^, p. 299. 
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•*F ^ i^MP^^^ to any font of narrative wliloh serves to 

illmtiMite generally aiwepted beliefs of caoaea and conse-

^^m!m^Uf wrtigkxm and dsetinlee, and the honor or betrayal 

of teoMm Ideals ̂  hmwii aetiona. It ia this sense of the 

tem "wytli** tliat has been adopted In the present eiqpXora-

tien of the aytlile interpretations aade by erltlca of 

VllUan Faulkner *e worliai an^ it la ia this senee that U -

ter narratives, ariaing in eulturea that are not considered 

primitive, say be eonel4ered aorthie. 

flMsq^eon goea cm to say in the same source that 

whet f. 8* KLiot, Jaaee iloyce« waA, euieeqiiently, VilUam 

Faulkner have done le to invoke a "eloeter of myths'' in 

or̂ iter to liq̂ Xy aneloglee, parenele^ or correepondeneee be-

tween elenente of myths and ̂ eir own eubjeeta. Qy la-

voiding such elueters they have parovlded a meana of seasur-

iag their ohearaotera^ morel i^iortoeningei or as Joseph L. 

notner hea noted la hie article "As X Imy Dying: Chriatiar 

Lore and Irony," the correepondeneee show "by coaq^rlaon 

ifith the heroic flgaree of ancient times, the low estate 
«8 

to Mbleh modem man hae fallen. ^ 

IhOi^peem end llotaer are but two of a mmber of 

Utersorr entloe wlio have e^q^red William Faulkneria use 

of mythic materials, whldh, &£i Um i^ole, is rather extenaive 

lM« eai 
19* 

^Stmmttt* Uotner, "Ae I Imy Bflringt Qurietlea 
^Kronjr," Tifntleiai Century literature, HI (1957), 
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Carvel Collins auggeste in an article on The Sound and the 

FuzX that Faulkner's gmiiua in using the mythic method 

eonelets primarily of keeping the surface detaila of a work 

as realietlc and accurate as possible while making the 

etory's events, characterisations, dialogue, and details 

eorreepofid significantly with an underlying myth or pat-
9 

tern. The work of these and other critics illustrates 

that Faulkner, uaing the mythical method, haa given many 

levels of meaning to those works in which parallels may be 

drawn between mytha and the people and events of Toknapa-

tawpha County, in so doing, drawing materia la not only 

from the myths of ancient timea but alao from the narra

tives of more recent times that have the quality of myth, 

like the old myths, '^ese newer narratives evoke universal 

feelings because they are able to capture generelly ac

cepted beliefs or because ^ e y have become accepted as an 

integral part of the culture. 

The extensiveness of the critical analyses of Faulk

ner* s use of myth suggests a useful approach to the study 

of this technique in Faulkner's fiction: namely, a review 

of the criticiam on the subject, particularly as it rilatea 

to his cuployment of pagan, Bebraic-Christian, and more 

^Carvel Collins, "Willljs& Faulkner: The Sound and 
the Fury," in The American Ibvel: y^op James !Fenlmore 
Cooper to_ Willi«a FtoJEner» ed. by Wallace stegner (itow York: 
Basic BoOka, xno., 190$;, p. 220. 



ZHicent myths, and Faulkner's own personal emphasis, the 

myth of the Old South. The study will be limited to myth 

in three of Faulkner's major novels. The Sound and the Fury, 

light in Auguet, and Absalom, Absalgnl, and will conclude 

with a critique of the criticism based on a personal read

ing of the novela. 



CHAPTER I 

PAGAN MYTHOLOGY 

Faulkner erltlca have often pointed out parallels 

between certain of Faulkner's stories and characters and 

the narratives and people of ancient mythology. They have 

noticed alluaiona to pagan myttita in names, in descriptive 

teminology, and in incidenta that bear noticeable simi-

laritiea to mythic events, factors that, in their opinion, 

give Faiilkner's stories a certain strength or depth becauae 

they suggest a universality of situation and allow a com-

paria<m of the actiona of modem and ancient man. 

In The Bo\md and the Fury. Light in August, and 

Absalom, Absalom! cooowntators have noted parallels with 

various pagan myths, including references to elments of 

primitive myth and ritual and several different Greek myths. 

Primitive archetypes cited include rebirth, earthmother, and 

the death of the godi those from Greek sources include ref

erences to myths concerning Jason and the Golden Fleece, 

Bareisaua, the HOuae of Atreus, and Oedipus. In citing 

these parallels eritl^ have often relied on Sir James 

Fraser'a work The Golden Boui^ to furnish beckground infor

mation. In this respect, they have pointed out that, al

though there has been a thorough inveatigation of the 

Christien symbols found in Faulkner's works. The Golden 

8 
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Boua^ sheds light on the importance of many images and 

events not associated with the Hebraic-Christian tradition. 

2h reviewing apecific criticisms of Faiilkner's use 

of pai^n myth, we may begin with William Faulkner: An 

l&nti'oduction and Interpretation, by Lawrence Thoopson^who 

notea elements of prlmitivistic ritual as one of three 

mythic backdrops in The Sound and the Fury. This back

drop of prlmitivism is implied by the actions of the "ab

normal and (poetically speaking) »primitive'" (p. 25) char

acter, Benjamin Compson. The primitive framework is es

tablished in the novel by some of Benjy's, Caddy's, and 

Mlsey's actions that place thma. in accord with elementa of 

prlmitivistic ritual. Within his necessarily primitive 

world of reality, Benjy makes instinctive and ritualistic 

salutes to life-encouraging images: rain, sunlight, the 

color of blood, and the warmth of the fire. His "totem 

images" (p. 34) give him much pleasure, and Caddy uses the 

iMigea to entertain lenjy. She teachea Benjy to double hie 

pleasure in his favorite totem images by seeing them not 

only in their real forms but also as reflections in the mir

ror, foo, Caddy's various actions in trying to wash away 

her senee of guilt and shame with water correlate with ele

ments of primitive ritual. 

^Thosrpson, William Faulkner, p. 25. 
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Primitive behavior patterns are also noticed by 

Barbara Cross in "Pie Sound and the Fury: Ihe Pattern of 
M2 

Sacrifice. From her standpoint, the members of the Comp-

son family appear to be actually more primitive than the 

Negroes in the book. In the manner of primitive peoples 

the Cosipsons assume that names have mysterious power; they 

do not allow Caddy's name to be spoken after her departure, 

her ritualistic death. Mrs. Compson insists on changing 

Benjy's name when it is certain that he will never be nor

mal, but Dilsey srationally protests, "'Name ain't going to 

help him. Hurt him neither'" (p. 11). Both Bcnjy and 

Quentin treat their shadows with the seriousness of the 

primitive, and Quentin is influenced by the primitive taboo 

against incest ss well as the savage's fear of menstruaticm. 

Even Jason, who prides himself on his rationality, shares 

the primitives' dread lest blood fall on the ground. 

These parallels drawn between situatlona in The 

Sound and the Fury and primitive mythology set the stage 

for noting other major priadtive influences on Faulkner's 

wozics. The primitive concept of end Ies sly-repeated sacred 

beginnings, the birth and rebirth archetype, has been found 

in various forms in all three of the novels under considera

tion. Critics Barbara Cross, Robert Slabey, and Richard 

^Barbara Cross, "The Soimd and the Fury; The Pattern 
of Sacrifice, 
after referred 

fare Cross, "The Soimd and the Fury; The Patten 
" Arizona Quirterlf. XVI (1§6^), b-lS. Herein-
td to as •̂ Pattern of Saceiflce. 
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Coanda have pointed out the rebirth archetype in the novels, 

with varying degrees of emphasis. Cross and Slabey go to 

great leng^s in explaining it a appearance whereas Coanda 

merely lists several incidents in Absalom, Absalor.! which 

seem to him to fit the msrthio archetype of birth and re-
3 

birth. Coanda asserts that the characters in Absalom, 

Absalam? struggle to ^aerge from or j?etum to the prison 

of the womb: Sutpen builds a mansion, Bon desires his 

sister, Mr. Coldfield immures himself in the attic. Birth 

imagery is strong when the women of the novel reach adult

hood and are reborn: Ellen on her wedding day, Roaa when 

8utp«[| proposes, and Judith after she meets Bern. The men 

are reborn y^mi they die and become ghosts. For example, 

the unregenerate Sutpen is reborn damned, his ghost appear

ing "enclosed in the effluvium of hell" (p. 8). 

The brevity of Coanda's attention to the archetype 

noticeably contrasts with the detailed consideration given 

by Cross and Slabey. At times the numerous details become 

burdensome and sometimes seem to amount to nothing more 

than tiny coincidences which happen vaguely to resemble 

some BQTthic incident. Throughout her study of The Sound 

and the Furr, Miss Cross seeks to prove that the imagee of 

life, which recall "a world where sacrifice brings life 

from death, set up a counterpoint to the dying Conqpson 

Richard Coanda, "Absalom, Absalom!," Renascence, 
XI (1958), 3-9. 
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findly," 9he reference to another order "relates the 

chereeters to that eyclical time in which sacrifice brings 

bir^" (p. 16) and thus points out the weakness of the 

Compeon family. Mies Cross feels that these primitive con-

c^^s give better insight into the novel than correspimd-

ing Qirlstian eaq^lanations. 

Uhlike the Christian coneept which treats time as 

"a progress or sequence which will eventually be jud^d 

cmce and for all" (p. 7), primitive peoplea saw in the 

ft)yt̂ mus of nature the denial of the finality of temporal 

events and the reQuirem^it that mmt ccmtinually return to 

the source of life. According to Miss Cross, the "eternal 

return" (p. 7) to a few central eventa in which life is de

stroyed and recreated is found in The Sound and the Fury; 

the events of the novel occur between CSiristmas and June, 

usually on e day for ceremonial sorrow or rejoicing, and the 

action repeatedly returns to an ev^nt which has destroyed 

ordinary time for each character. Further, primitive fer

tility rites which aimed at insuring new birth were unlike 

the CSHristian concept of rebirth which required a aense of 

guilt and offered peace. Man had only to honor the recur

rent debt of life, paylxig for rebirth ceaselessly by death. 

Ih the Sound and the Fury the Compsons breek no moral or 

social laws I rather, the^ are doomed because they pit their 

^%roee, "fattem of Sacrifice," p. 16. 
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will against the processes of life. The plot is shaped by 

rhythmic arepetitions; the characters are tested by their 

ability to endure the continuous death that is the expense 

of life. One of these tests is Caddy's sexual maturity and 

departure from the family, her rite of passage. The death 

of childhood, which should lead to new life, brings only 

sterile fmstration to the Compson family. Death dominates 

the novel, for the Compsons cannot pass through an ending 

into new life. 

Miss Cross continues by stating that the text of 

the novel invokes the larger context of life in order to 

measure the Compsons' failure, their domination by death. 

In fiction indebted to The Golden Bou^h the possibility of 

rekindled life restrains the action from final tragedy; 

the ritual pattern of sacsrifice and restoration conditions 

the action and allowa the individual life to matter less 

than the continuation of life. In the case of the Comp

sons, however, each ma&ber of the family is trapped by his 

own static values. Each clutches some image or order, 

thus fighting the movem«at of life: Quentin is obsessed 

by honor and virglnityi Mrs. Compson is determined to change 

Maury's name; Benjy insists upon the proper order for the 

flow of baright shapes. Each Insists on forcing experience 

into the set pattern of his own desire, yet each chosen 

pattern is ec^ty and pretentious, and the Compsons cannot 

escape their parison of inverted love. 
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The imagery of the book reaffirms the Compsons' in

ability to experience rebirth, for the sacred objects of 

ritual become instrum«ats of death for them. Jason seeks 

shelter from the rain under a cedar tree, traditionally the 

taree of new life, while attending Mr. Compson's funeral; it 

la "beyond cedar trees" that Quentin sits with his grand

father and taries to transfonn death into "'a kind of private 

and paarticular friend'" (p. 12). Hie primitive belief that 

iirtien rain fell in torarenta a b3x>ther and sister were having 

illicit relations is echoed in the novel in Quentin's de-

siare for rain at the time of his aboartive approach to Caddy. 

The primitive deacẑ ibed by The Golden Bough viewed swinging 

as a magical act to ensure fertility, but the ground around 

the Compeon awing is littered with prophylactics. The 

Burmese belief in killing a pig to atone for adulteary is 

paaralleled in Pie Sound and the Fury when the Compsons 

kill a pig for Chjristmas dinner after Caddy and Benjy have 

cararied Uhcle Mauary's note to Mrs. Patterson. But, Miss 

Caroes points out, theare is no penitence and no atonement 

for the adulterous arelationship in the action of the Comp

sons. The reader may have difficulty in accepting details 

like these as parallels with parimitive myth, for, although 

they are intearesting coincidences, it is heard to believe 

that Faulkner could have consciously or unccmsciously writ

ten in such paarallels. 
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The rebirth aarchetype is also seen by Miss Caross 

in a parallel between Quentin and the Adonis/Osiris sa-
5 

vior. Quentin suffers and dies in "the month of roses" 

(p. Ih), the mcmth and flower of the rites of Adonis. 

Osiaris was ceared for by his sister Isis who attempted to 

buam away all that was moartal in him. Later Osiris was 

toam into pieces and tharown into the Nile, where a fish 

legendarlly ate one of the pieces of his body; after this 

incident fish were reveared as a symbol of life. Perallels 

ntlth. the stoiy may be seen in Quentin's desiare to be Isolated 

with Caddy in a flame, his pai^occupation with his disseveared 

body and the fish in the river, and in his yearning for 

death by water. 

Many other details are cited by Miss Cross as paral

lelling elements of primitive mythology. Although P gareat 

many of theae exaasples do appear to be plausible paarallels, 

others, on the other hand, indicate that Mies Caross is 

starainlng to make her pointy as when she areports that the 

fact that a horse bareaks Quentin's leg in The Sound and 

the Fuary arecalls the breaking of the bones of the sacrifi

cial victims of a Bengalese tribe. 

^FoT a fuller eacplanation of the archetype of the 
dyiaig god and his resurrection, the Adonis-Osiris savior, 
see the discussion below of the paarallel drawn between this 
archetype and Joe Christmas of Light in Auguat by Robeart 
Slabey. 
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In the same way that critics Cross and Thompson 

have observed that primitive images are often able to shed 

light on the meanings of images used by Faulkner in The 

Sound and the Fury, other critics have studied the evi

dence of mythic sources for Light in August. Robert Slabey, 

Lawarance Thompson, and Richard Chase all identify Lena Grove 

aa one of Faulkner's "primitive and pagan characters," in 
•7 

her case a "primeval eaarth mother," an "intensely female 
8 

female," a "bovine earth mother." Thompson believes that 

Faulkner establishes Lena's pagan kinship with Mother Earth 

through the use of descriptive phrases such as: "'swollen, 

slow, deliberate, unhurried and tireless . . . with that 

parovidential caution of the old eaarth of and with and by 

which aha lives'" (p. 8o). According to Thompson, Faulk

ner countearpolnts Lena's capacity for harmony with the 

earth and Joe Christmas's "'placing himself at odds with 

the veary Immutable laws which eaarth must obey'" (p. 8o). 

Thompson fuarther notes that Faulkner has chosen to bracket 

the negations end hatreds of the Joe Christmas story within 

the affirmations of the Lena Garove stoary. 

Thompson, William Faulkner, p. 79-
7 

Texee 
'Robert Slabey, "Myth and Ritual in Light in August," 

Studies in Li tears tuare and Language. II (19^0), p. 333. 
flereinafter referredto as "Hyth an3 RTtual." 

^Richard Chase, The American Novel and Its Tradition 
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1?57), 
pp. 212, 217. 
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In "Hyth and Ritual in Light in August" Robert 

Slebey gives a thoarough considea:«tion to the biarth and re-

biarth paarallels in Light in August. He proposes that the 

life and parobleas of Joe Christmas are "less diarectly are-

lated to those of Christ than they are to the archetypal 

stoary of the dying god and his resurrection, which sym-

bolized the seasonal death and reappearance of vegetation. 

Slabey arecognizes Faulkner's usage of Christian motifs but 

asserts that they are a peart of the arecurring theme of 

death and arebiarth which presents essentially the same primer-

dial flguare under different names. In Babylon he was called 

Tammus, in Syria Adonis, while in Phyrgia he was known as 

Attis and in Egypt Osiris. Slabey theorizes that Faulkner 

uses the Adonis myth in Light in August, either uncon

sciously or delibearately, as evidenced by the numerous like

nesses between the story of Joe Charistmas and the myth of 

Adonis. In both, the circumstances of conception and birth 

are unusual. The child (Adonis— Joe) is conceived at a 

secret arendezvous; when the sin of the child's mother 

(Hyarrha--Milly) is found out, her father (Cinyras-Doc 

Mines) seeks vengeence and attempts to kill both the mother 

and the unboam child. The mother dies after a difficult, 

unaided labor, and the baby is taken away and reared by 

foster paarents. When the child becomes a man, theare le a 

^Slabey, "Hyth and Ritual," p. 329. 
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conflict between a light and dark side. He is chased and 

killed as a result of an amorous entanglement, but before 

he dies he is castrated in a horarible fashion. (The wound 

of Adonis is always symbolically, if not anatomically, a 

castration.) 

The lover of Adonis is Aphrodite, who is represented 

in Light in August by Joe's mistress, Joanna Burden. In 

mythology there are two Apharodltes, the Uranian goddess of 

spiarltual love and Aphrodite Pandemos, the goddess of "na-

turaf love. The two loves are combined in the character of 

Joanna Burden, who is consistently described as a dual per

sonality, as "two sisters," "two creatures that struggled 

in the one body." She is two people: by day she repre

sents spiritual love which has become perverted into a 

fierce asceticism; at night she represents eaarthly love 

that haa degenerated into "earotic wallowing in a sewer" 

(p. 331). 

Slabey lists other aspects of the Adonis myth that 

are paralleled in Light in August, but insists that the 

parallels are aiot always consistent. Bobbie Allen, the 

waitress, is a Persephone figure. For instance, her "rape" 

occurs in a field; she, as a goddess of fertility, is con-

ceamed with menstrual lunar aspects; like the goddess who 

always cararied an ear of coam, Bobbie constantly has some

thing in her hand, either food or a cigarette. But Bobbie 

is not voluptuous or fertile as a goddess of fertility 
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should be; she is stearile and masculine even down to her 

name. Mama, the woman with whcxn Bobbie lives (her "mother"), 

is a Demeter figure. Her job as a goddess-madam is to "ini

tiate 'newlyweds' into the secrets of marriage" (p. 332). 

Her proprietorahip of a shabby restaurant further links her 

with Demeter as a protector of vegetation. The residence 

of Persephone was the "underworld" (p. 332); the house where 

Bobbie lives appears shadowy and amoarphous to Joe. While 

in the "under world," Adonis-Joe is the subject of a dispute 

over whether he belongs to the Dark or the Light ("under 

world" or "upper world," Negro or White). 

The fact that the time of the novel is late summer 

or autumn supports, to Slabey's wry of thinking, the paral

lel with the Adonis myth since the time for the obsearvance 

of the aritual of Adonis in many places was in late summer, 

the season when crops are ready for haarvesting. 

Other primitive parallels are seen in the ritualis

tic details of the hunt reenacted in Percy Grimm's pursuit 

^^otice here the tendency of caritics to use the 
myths to fit their own puarposes. Whereas Slabey sets the 
time for the rites of Adonis in late summer to coincide 
with the Joe Christmas story, Barbara Cross, in the discus
sion of the parallel between Quentin Compson and Adonis, 
notes that Quentin suffers and dies in June, the month of 
roses, the month and flower of the rites of Adonis, llie 
Golden Bough lends credence to both claims because it re-
ports the celebration of the arites of Adonis by different 
peoples at times vaarylng farom spring to midsummer to late 
summer. Thus the intearpretations of Caross and Slabey are 
not mutually exclusive, but the question arises of the like
lihood of Faulkner's writing into his works two such dis
similar Adonis parallels. 
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of Joe Charistmas. For example, Grimm comments on Joe's 

cleveamess, and Joe thinks that there are amies that con

trol the chase. Grimm is said to be related to the boar 

that kills Adonis. He seizes a bicycle from the Western 

Union boy who had been "'leading his bicycle by the horns 

like a docile cow'" (p. 332); the hoama are phallic symbols 

a*elated to the boar. In the sacred wood of Nemi a young 

priest was always the slayer of the god; in the ânctuaary 

of a minister's house, Grimm's voice is described as ''clear 

and outraged like that of a young priest'" (p. 332). 

Noting that there is a tradition which says that 

Adonia was a Hermaphrodite, Slabey connects Joe Christrras 

with Adonis in this respect also. At times Joe rejects the 

Female principle; he slashes the buttons off his undergar

ments, recalling that a woman had sewed buttons on his 

clothes; he despises Mrs. McEacheam's "'ĵ oft kindness'" 

(p. 3^0), But aloaig with his revulsions at "womanfilth" 

and sex come his numerous promiscuities. 

Slabey suggests that Joe's flight after the murder 

is "a night journey, a ritual of death and rebirth, of with

drawal and retuam" (p. 33^)- Joe's physical rebirth is seen 

in the biarth of Lena's baby where Joe has lived on the day 

he dies; his spiritual rebirth Is acccmiplished through a 

"psychic withdrawal-and-aretuam ritual" (p. 335)i and his 

poetic rebiarth is in the memories of the people who witness 

his executi^a. 
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Cyclic movement in the novel is seen in the move

ment of day into night, the cosmic cycle of month and year, 

the birth, reparoduction, and death of all things. In the 

description of the desolation of the country around Doane's 

mill, "which destroyed all the timber within its reach 

'beneath the Icwig quiet arains of c-utumn and the galloping 

fuary of vernal equinoxes'" (p. 3^3), there is evidence of 

the cyclic theme. In myths the felling of trees was con

sidered a aritual act, closely associated with castration. 

Wood is considered "organic, living duration as opposed to 

the inorganic, dead duration of stone and the ephemeral 

life of vegetation" (p. 3^3). 

The Imageary accompanying the affair of Joe Christ

mas and Joanna Burden is also strongly cyclic. Joanna's 

nynaphomania phase is described as a "'dying summer'" (p. 

343)1 it begins in September and ends in Sept&nber two 

years later. Both Joanna and Gall Hi^^tower are called 

"autvmin" figures and both were bom into the "autiamn" (p. 

344) of their permntu* lives. 

Life is viewed as a cycle of ritualistic repetition. 

When Joe kills the sheep, he is performiaig a rite de passage. 

a arite of transition, which should usher him into a new way 

of life or a new status. But for Joe the act is a denial 

of an unpleasant fact of life, a staruggle against growth. 

Joe's execution becomes a puarification ritual, expelling 

sins and evils farom the community through the execution of 
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one who is tainted or unclean. In Joe's case the taint is 

racial. 

Wheel images, according to Slabey, aare also found 

in the novel. Joanna Burden's house is described as the 

hub of a wheel; paths used by the Negro women "'aradiated 

farom the house like iPrtieelspokes»" (p. 345). The house is 

the center of the action of the novel, the "mythological 

'world navel,' the place of death and of birth, around which 

the world revolves in time and space" (p. 345). Hlghtower's 

dying vision of a wheel (the wheel of thinking) is related 

to the ancient Mandala symbol, which has been Intearpreted 

as symbolic of a psychic, inner experience. The circle 

seemed to act like a protective enclosure that prevented any 

outburst or disintegration and protected an inward puarpose. 

Other mandala symbols in Light In August would be the iaiage 

of the wagon wheel associated with Lena and with Joe's final 

haven behind the overtuamed table In Hightower's kitchen. 

In summaary of his position, Slabey states that Joe 

Christmas is not a Christ figure but a "Golden Bough figure." 

The events of his life story and the imageary with 
which they are told are related to an archetypal 
expearience. Light in August is a paart of an 
"etearaial" framework: the journey of the classical 
hearo in his mythological descent into the abyss 
and meeting with the Shadow (the Shadow which is 
his own "dark" side); . . . the timeless sequence 
of withdrawal and retuam, death and rebiarth, an
alogous to the principle of oarganic growth, a 
arhythmic eaqpearience close to the heaart of Man. 
. . . Myths present fundamental attitudes about 
fundamental matters (p. 347). 
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In Absalom, Absalom! another mythic archetype has 

been obsearved by critics Neil D. Isaacs and Donald M. 

Kaartiganer, that of the death of the gods. Isaacs obsearves 

the myth in Wash's murder of Sutpen. Wash identified 

Sutpen as a horse-god, the horse being a traditional symbol 

of potency, virility, baraveary and strength. In keepiaig 

with the mythic aarchetype, the effectiveness of Sutpen's 

system declines, and Sutpen sinks in power and nobility 

and begins his own downfall. Mythically, the "god" must 

be destaroyed in a ritualistic manner, and in Absalom, 

Absalc»n! Wash scarves as a sacarificial pariest, cutting Sut

pen down with his own arusty scythe, an act reminiscent 

both of "the relentless onslaught of Father Time and also 

of Caronus destaroying Uaranus with a sickle in order to be

gin a new cycle in the Hypearion version of the g6tter-

dimmearung myth" (p. 52). Isaacs identifies the burning of 

the house at Sutpen's Hundred as the final gStterd&mnearung, 

pearformed by the pariestess, demigoddess Clytemnestara. 

Donald M. Kaartiganer explains in his aarticle "The 

Role of Myth in Absalom, Absalom!" that according to myth 

the god in power must eventually die and be succeeded by 

his elder son or he must at least allow the son the aright 

^^Xell D. Isaacs, "GJtterdfimmernpag in Yoknapatawpha," 
Tennessee Studies of Litearature. V I H (19O3)* 47-55. 
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to challenge his supremacy. If the god refuses to alloy» 

the son to confaront him, he destroys the health and potency 

of the dynasty. As long as the god lives and thrives, the 

land remains parosperous; but when he fails to honor the 

code of succession, he corarupts the land and causes it to 

carumble. In Absalom, Absalom! Thomas Sutpen is the god in 

the "myth of ascendancy and doom" (p. 358). A quality of 

myth suararounds his actions; the original jouamey of the 

Sutpen family from an unidentified place at an unceartaln 

time is described only as a pilgrimage from the mountains 

to the valleys. Kaartiganer recognizes this movement as 

the epic jouamey from one world to another, to a new way 

of existence. There is a legendary quality of mythical 

heroism in the account of the "potential tribal god enter

ing, a staranger, into the land, viewing its moares and dedi

cating himself to the task of eventually aruling it" (p. 

359). 

Kaartiganer identifies the natives' siege against 

Sutpen and the planters in Haiti as Sutpen's initiatoary 

rite. Sutpen proves himself by subduing the workers; as a 

result he marries the planter's daughter, a situation echo

ing the i&ythical awaarding of the king's daughter to the 

knight who slays the dragon. Sutpen's subsequent rejection 

12 
Donald M. Kartlganer, "The Role of Myth in Absalom, 

Absalom!." Modem Fiction Studies, IX (Winter, I63), 357-
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of the son boam of this marriage, his elder son, is a are-

fusal to abide by the law of succession which demands that 

the tribal god must relinquish his arule to his son when 

the son is able to demonatrate that the present god is no 

longer fit to arule. According to myths, parimitive peoples 

att«npted to insure continued parosperity by dethroning their 

leaders at the first sign of weakness (because the prosperity 

of the land was thought to be irrevocably bound up with the 

health of the god). Sutpen's mistake is his refusal to recog

nize Bon as his son, thus denyiiig him even the right to chal

lenge him for supremacy. This is the right granted by Apollo 

to Phaeton by allowing him to drive his chariot across the 

heavens; and, even though Phaeton failed in his attempt to 

supplant Apollo, he is unquestionlngly granted the right to 

challenge him. Because Sutpen does not grant Bon his rights 

as the natural heir, the father declines from the baronial 

splendor of Sutpen's Hundred to the proprietorship of a small 

store. His lands grow sterile and barren. The tribal god 

has destaroyed his domain by deaoying his natural heir. His 

resourcefulness and his heroism do not overcome the corarup-

tlon of his sin against his son. Qy the end of the war Sut

pen should have been ready to allow his successor to take 

over, but he continues to tary to father other, acceptable 

heirs, sinking lower and lower in each attempt. In perfect 

haarmony with the tribal god myth is Miss Rosa's conviction 

that it is for Sutpen's actions that God let the South lose 

the war. 
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Critics have noticed allusions to Greek mythology 

in Faulkner's works also. In various places throughout 

the preceding discussion of parimitive mythology, references 

have already been made to Greek myths that have their roots 

in the pariaaitive myths belaig discussed. In addition to 

these, other Greek sources have been cited. Lawrence Thomp

son has noted that Faulkner makes an Indiarect use of the 

myths of Jason and the Golden Fleece and Narcissus. Jason 

Compson is "fleeced" by Caddie's daughter, Quentin. After 

Quentin has stolen the money from Jason, Jason sets out on 

a "quest for his golden fleece and for that bitch-fleecer 

13 

Quentin." Thompaon points out that the "mockeries im

plicit in Faulkner's indirect uses of the classical Jnson 

myth are not too subtle" (p. 45). Thompson also notices 

the ir<Miic significance of the flower that would appear to 

symbolize the Compson family, the broken-stemmed narcissus 

clutched in Benjy's hand. The members of the Compson 

fai&ily seem to be related to the msrthic Narcissus in their 

almost total aelf-centeredness (p. 49). 

Two critics have pointed out parallels between the 

Greek story of Oedipus and the stories of Faulkner char

acters, Joe Christmas and Thomas Sutpen. John L. Longley 

has drawn definite parallels between the life of Joe 

^^Thompson, William Faulkner, p. 46. 
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Charistmas and the life of Oedipus. There is mystery sur

rounding the biarths of both, and both are spirited away es 

infants to be areared by foster parents. When Oedipus hears 

farom the oracle that he is destined to kill his father and 

marary his mother, he immediately leaves in the hope of avoid

ing his fate. Fearing that he may have killed his foster-

father, Joe Christmas also leaves his foster parents, and 

in fact his real father has been killed because of his be

getting. Both Oedipus and Joe bring shame, agony, and 

death to their real mothers. They both wander for a time 

and uaiknowingly aretuam to the areas in which they were boam. 

Both demand to know who they are, and in the staruggle to 

define themselves they are both barought to aruln. Like Oedi

pus with his mother Jocasta, Joe lives connubially with an 

older woman who dies a horarible death because of him. In 

Idght in August there is an old mad visionary like Tiresias 

(Doc Hines) who claims to have special insight into the 

taruth about Joe, and the townspeople come to believe that 

Joe is a ritual pollution in the community as Oedipus had 

been in Thebes. Joe and Oedipus both seem to be the victims 

of an inevitable fate, detearmined before their births. 

This parallel between the lives of Oedipus and 

Christmas is an example of what Longley calls the "infinitely 

14 ^^jQhn L. Lmmgley. The Tra^c Mask: A Study of 
Faulkner's Heroes (Chapel Ifflll University or Noirth Caro
lina Press, 19e>3), PP. 192-197. 
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extended suggestivity, the waking of universal echoes" 

(p. 192) that is conspicuous in the work of Faulkner and 

is conspicuously lacking in the work of many other modeam 

authors. 

The parallel between Oedipus and Thcnaas Sutpen of 

Absalom, Abselan! has been made by Use Dusolr Lind, who 

suggests that the Oedipus tarilogy may have searved as a 

"general guide in the draftiaig of the plot" (p. 281) of 

Absalom, Absalom!^ As Miss Lind states, the analogies be

tween the Sutpen and Oedipus stearics are continuous, though 

loose, and include paarallels between Oedipus and Sutpen, 

the sons of Oedipus and Sutpen's sons, and Judith Sutpen 

and Antigone, /̂s Eteocles and Polyneices, the sons of 

Oedipus, kill each other in a dispute over who is to arule 

Thebes, Henary Sutpen kills Charles Bon in a dispute over 

Bon's paroposed marriage to their sister. Like Antigone who 

pearformed a token arite of buarial over the body of Poly

neices after Creon had forbidden his burial, Judith digni

fies the rejected brother with the appropriate rites of 

burial. Lind further notes that Sutpen, like Oedipus, is 

driven to evil "by forces which antedate his biarth and which 

•̂ Îlse Dusolr Lind, "The Design and Meaning of 
Absalom Absalom*." in William Faulkner: Three Decades of 
Criticism, ed. by Frederick J. Horrman and Olga Vlckery 
(last Lansing: Michigan State Ifadverslty Press, i960). 
pp. 278-304, reprinted from PMLA, December, 1955, pp. 087-
912. 
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are beyond the sphere of his conscious goveaming" (p. 299). 

Caritics Robeart D. Jacobs, Leamairt Bjork and Lf w-

rance Thompson present a strong case for the mythic analogy 

between the house of Sutpen and the house of Atreus. Jacobs 

notes that Mr. Ccxupson, in the role of narrator, points to 
16 

such a paarallel. Sutpen names his part Negaro daughter 

ClytttE&nestra, but Mr. Compson comments that he believes 

that Sutpen intended to name her Cassandra "'prompted by 

some daramatic economy not only to beget but to designate 

the presiding augur of his own disaster'" (p. 164). Un

doubtedly, continues Jacobs, Greek tragedy, with the "situa

tion of the mighty but guilty family," the "terrifying mani-

festaticms of the guilty mind in the pursuing Erinyes, 

furnishes a shadowy precedent for the plot of Absalom, 

Absalom!" (p. 164). Jacobs feels that Sutpen is the Faulk-

aierian character who most nearly possesses hubaris; he takes 

the scheme of things and remolds it to fit his desire. 

Henary Sutpen becomes a fratricide and a fugitive, "pur

sued like Oarestes by the Erinyes of his own conscience" 

(p. 167). A final parallel with the house of Atareus is 

seen in the fact that the fatality of the Sutpens outlives 

the progenitor; Sutpen's grandson, Charles Etienne St. Valery 

Robeart D. Jacobs, "William Faulkner: The Passion 
and the Penance," in South: Modern Southern Literature in 
Its Cultural Setting, ed. by Louis D. Rubin, Jr., and 
Robeart D. Jacobs (Gaarden City, New York: Doubleday and 
Company, I961), pp. 142-176. 
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Bon, banishes himself farom white society by mararying a Negaro 

woman, who is herself an outcast among her own people be

cause of her physical and intellectual inferiority. From 

their marariLage comes an idiot son, Jim Bond, the last of 

the Sutpen line. 

Leimart Bjork*s excellent article, "Ancient Myths 

and the Moral Framework of Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom!" 

also discusses the paarallel between the Sutpen story and 
17 

the Greek stoary of the house of Atreus. Tharoughout the 

novels Bjork declares, there are allusions that repeatedly 

draw the reader to the conclusion that Sutpen and others 

are "conceived in tearms of Greek culture" (p. 197). Rosa, 

for example, has an air "Cassandralike and humorless and 

parofoundly and steamly parophetic" (p. 197); Sutpen's half 

Negaro daughter is named Clyt©nnestra; in Shreve's imagina

tion Sutpen is alluded to as an "'ancient stiff-jointed 

^ramus'" (p. 197). Bjork finds that the most consist

ently used image in Absalom, Absalom!, however, is that of 

Agamemnon. Striking analogies may be noted between the 

"crimes" of Agamemnon and Sutpen as well as between their 

ultimate punishments. A^aaemnon sacariflces his daughter— 

and eventually his wife too—in oarder to advance his 

selfish design to conquer Troy; Sutpen put aside his first 

•̂ L̂ennart Bjork, "Ancient Myths and the Moril Frame
work of Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom!," Amearican Literature, 
XXXXV, No. 2 (May, 19^3J, 190-204. 
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wife and their son because they were impediments to the 

achieving of his design. Bjork fuarther notes that just 

as the sacrifice of Iphigenia is symbolic of the innocent 

victims of the Trojan War, the sacrifice of Charles Bon 

and Henary Sutpen shows Sutpen's willingness to sacrifice 

his own children to defend the principles for which the 

society that upheld slaveary fought the Civil War and caused 

the death of innocent people. 

Like Agamemnon, Sutpen is guilty of comnittiaig 

sins, but he is also subject to a curse which he cannot 

escape and "is even being used as a tool of a supreme 

power in the machineary of that curse" (p. 198). Sutpen 

adopts the institution of slaveary. which is the dramatiza

tion of the curse on the South, His guilt Is shared with 

the corarupt Southeam society just as the house of Atreus 

shared the guilt of Agamemnon. 

Bjork concludes his discussion of the Sutpen-

Agamaanon parallel by pointing Out that Faulkner did not 

try to recareate an ancient hero in the character of Sut

pen but rather borarowed farom the Greek stoary only "insofar 

as it was necesseary to make his central character into a 

man above common human beings and . . . to enlaarge the 

moral faramework of the novel" (p. 198). By introducing 

the aa:ialogy to the Greek stoary into the stoary of the sup

posedly Christian South, Faulkner widens the scope of his 

statement of moaral behavior. Sutpen may be measured agaiaiat 
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the moral codes of both Charistian and pre-Christian cultures; 

and Faulkner indicates that no matter what moaral code is used 
18 

as a measure, Sutpen and all men like him are condemned. 

The mythic analogy between Sutpen and Agamemnon 

must, however, according to Lawrence Thompson, be "held 

loosely" and taken oaily "poetically. "^^ For although Faulk

ner allows Mr. Compson to hint at the analogy in his refer

ences to Sutpen as Agamemnon, the conparlson must actually 

be made by the reader, remembering peartinent points of the 

Hellenic myth. In the Orestia tarilogy the curse on the 

house of Atreus was heightened by the violation of sacred 

family ties, Agamemnon's sacrifice of one of his children 

for idealistic and noble reasons. Agamemnon thus brings 

on himself the vengeful fury of Clytwasnestra, and the series 

of tragic conse<|uences that follow show that the sins of 

the parents are at least figuratively inherited by the 

children. 

As may be seen, widespread usage has been made of 

the various pagan myths by critics investigating Faulkner's 

works. Many mythic parallels have been drawn to elements 

of primitive aritual and to Greek sources. The results of 

the mythic investigations are varied; the parallels explained 

See also chapter 2, "Hebraic-Christian Myths." 
Sutpen is also measuared against the Hebraic culture in the 
parallel with the biblical King David. 

^Thompson, William Faulkner, p. 64. 
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by many critics are aeethetically satisfying to the reader 

while, <m the other hand, certain parallels appear to be 

unlikely and poorly thought out. 



CHAPTER II 

HEBRAIC-CHRISTIAN MYTHS 

Many critics have noted the appearance of Hebraic-

Christian allusions in Faulkner's works. These elements 

of the Hebraic-Christian tradition may be considered mythic 

to the extent that they are Invoked to give deeper levels 

of meanijfig to the surface stories in the same way that the 

pagan myths have been used. Several such major mythic 

aaialogies which have been noted by critics in The Sound and 

the Fuary, Light in August, and Absalom. Absalon? will be 

eacamlned in this chapter. 

In The Sound and the Fuary Benjy Compson is ccKnmonly 

recognized by students of Faulkner as a Christ figure on 

the basis of his age (he is thiarty-three years old) and 

various other details. In American Literature and the 

Christian Doctrine, Randall Stewart finds that Benjy»s in

nocence and sorrowfulness recall similar qualities in 

Charist's character. Benjy*s sorrowful wail, in Stewaart's 

woards, appears to be "a lament over a lost world; he seems 

the tpiarit itself making intercession for us with groanings 
1 

idiich caainot be uttered." Robert L. Dorsch points out 

^Randall Stewart, American Literature and the 
Christian PGCtrine (Baton Rouge: Louisiana state tftilvar
sity Piess, 19^bj, p. 139. 

34 
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that Benjy was forsaken as was Christ on the cross; he 

loses two of the thiaigs he loves best, Caddie and his pas-

2 

ture. fi^tt H. Waggoner notes that Benjy's story cul

minates on Easter and that the jimson weed he plays with 

has another local name, angel's tarumpet , though Waggoner 

does not maintain, as others do, that Benjy is really an 

allegorical symbol of Christ; rather, he is simply r^&in-

iscent of Christ or of the values associated with Him. 

Bea:ijy is a modeam Christ, impotent to save the world, but 

he supplies a standard by which one may judge himself. If 

his values had prevailed, Waggoner believes, the family 

might have been saved; but Benjy is rendered impotent and 

arttaoved farom the scene. 

Imirence S. Bowliaog aiotes In his article "Faulkner 
H4 

and the Th«ae of Innocence that Faulkner does not Insist 

on a conqplete identification of Benjy with Christ. Rather 

than falling eacactly on Easter, Good Fariday, or Christmas, 

Benjy I s biarthday falls on the Saturday between Good Friday 

and Easter Sunday. Pearhaps Benjy is a paradoxical symbol 

R̂obeart L. Dorsch, "An Intearpretati<m of the Central 
Themes in the Work of William Faulkner," Emporia State Re
search Studies, XI (Septasber, 1968), 21. 

^Hyatt H. Waggoner, William Faulkner. From Jeffer-
son to the World (Lexington: University or Kentucky Paress, 
1§5§), PP- 43, 45. 

^Lawrence E. Bowling, "Faulkner and the Theme of 
Innocence," Kenyon Review, XX (Summer, 1958), 484-487. 
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pointing two ways: "He symbolizes not only the Cmcifixion 

(the world's sin) but also the Resurarection (its possible 

redempticm)" (p. 484). 

Benjy's d\uil symbolism is paaralleled and reinforced 

by the dual symbolism of the flower which he is holding in 

his hand at the end of the book. According to Greek mythol

ogy, the narcissus is identified with the youth who died be

cause of self-love. Bowling points out that the naarcissus 

also has a Charistian taradition; in the Bible it is called 

"'the rose'" (p. 485) and is identified with Jesus. Thus 

Benjy's narcissus, like Benjy himself, symbolizes the world's 

selfishness and its need for love. 

Bowliaig intearprets the fact that Benjy's narcissus 

has been bit)ken twice as symbolic of two carucifixions, one 

by the ancient world and the second by the modeam world. 

In the coneludlaig episode of the book. Luster plucks a 

flower with a barok«i stem faran the garden ("areminiscent of 

the Gaarden of Geths«nane," p. 486) for Benjy to hold duriaig 

a aride to the surrey. This flower. Bowling points out, is 

the only one to be found in the garden, and the bareaking 

of its stem had occurred on Good Fariday. These two facts 

lead Bowling to conclude that "Charistlanity, even in its 

present bmised condition, is the only flower left which 

may soothe the whimpering modem world" (p. 486). When 

they aare dariving tharough town. Luster decides to show off 

in faront of sane other Negroes and drives to the left of the 
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town square, thus disrupting Benjy's usual routine, Jason, 

heaaring Benjy's wails, runs to the surrey, tuams the horse 

to the right side of the monument, and starikes both Luster 

and Benjy. When he hits Benjy, Jason, "arepresentative of 

the modeam world's extrfflne matearialism and selfishness" 

(p. 487) breaks the flower stalk again and thus pearpetrates 

the second carucifixlon. When he is last seen, Benjy is 

still clutching the baruised naarcissus; therefore, Faulkner 

is saying. Bowling believes, that there is yet a hope to 

which the world may cliaig. 

In Man and the Itodern Novel John Edward Hardy pre

sents several different suppositicms conceaming the Christ 

flguare In The Sound and the Fury.-" Benjy, the idiot. Hardy 

begins by sayiaig, is the most obvious candidate for the role. 

The conception of the idiot as the favorite of God, present-

iadg an image of divine innocence in the simplicity of his 

mindlessness, is traditional. There is the mystery of his 

name, changed farom Mauary to Benjaxain. There is the family's 

sensing that Beaijy is a "kind of divinely appointed burden, 

tils veary innocence and helplessness a constant and unbear

able areparoach" (p. 150). There is his spiritual or psycho

logical insight, by which he can know when Damuddy has died 

and when Caddy has lost her viarginity. Then, too, Benjy 

Ĵolin Edward Haardy, Man in the Modern NOVJBI (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 19t>4;, pp. l'4b-15«. 
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is presented in the role of the sacrificial victim, his 

pasture sold to supply the money to send Quentin to Haarvard, 

his blood shed in castration, his freedom denied when he 

is conmiitted to the insane asylum. There is also the feel

ing of Caddy and Quentin that it is Benjy to whan they are 

morally responsible, he whom they have offended with their 

sins. There is his association with the Negroes and their 

sense of his being one of theirs, rejected by his own race. 

His presence at the Easter moaming service at the Negro 

ch\xarch may be intearpreted as "embodying Dilsey's apprehen

sion of the divine presence among them" (p. 150). There 

are, flâ ally, Dilsey»s words to him, "'You»s de Lawd's 

chile'" (p. 250). 

There are, however, as Haardy points out, appaarent 

inconsistencies. Benjy does not paarticipate in the novel's 

climactic action, which occurs on Good Friday and Easter; 

thus he caawiot be the Christ flguare there. Neither can it 

be Jascm unless "in a most outrageously ironic sense" (p. 

151). Haardy paroposes that the girl Quentin is the Christ 

figure, as the symbolic evidences attest: her room, found 

empty on Easter moaming, is the empty tomb; there aare the 

discaarded gaannients in the ro<»n, the mocking odor of sweet

ness, the face towel bearixag the rouged imprint of her lips 

and cheeks; and there is the resurrection symbol of the 

newly bloomiaig pear tree at the open window. Since she 

bears the name of her suicide uncle, Quentin is a doomed 
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person, "a victim chosen and appointed by fate" (p. 152). 

She is of unceartaln parentage, the identity of her father 

never being kafiown for sure. She is the principal victim 

(besides Benjy) of Jason's viciousness; she is robbed of 

her inheritance and betarayed by him to her doom of ostra

cism and exile, giving herself to the embraces of strangers 

when she is denied the love of her own people. Hardy does 

not think that Quentin'a "whoredoa" (p. 152) disqualifies 

her as surrogate of Christ because the tradition of saintly 

harlotary la established in modeam literature and because 

the harlotry is not chosen by Quentin but is simply her doom. 

In the novel Quentin represents the idea of love, 

although, according to Haardy, it is largely a negative rep

resentation. Love is precisely what she will not ever be 

likely to get. Jason, in his losing conflict with her, 

reparesents the antagonist of love, and he is surely defeated 

in the final section. He is the man of the devil in con

flict with the Christ figure. Thus, both Miss Quentin and 

Benjy are Christ figuares. Hardy assearts, but they are nega

tive arepresentations that would not be much comfort to the 

orthodox believer. They are Christs without followers; it 

is Jason, the Judas, in despair, not a disciple in joy and 

hope, who enters the empty tomb. The advocacy of Miss Quen

tin as a Christ figure may appear surprising at first, but 

Haardy builds a fairly staroaig case in support of his theory 

by citing the numerous siaailarities between the two situa

tions. 
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In an article entitled "The Pairiaig of The Sound 

and the Fury and As I Lay Dying" Caarvel Collins notes that 

Faulkner has paralleled the surface stoary in both novels 

"with one or more exteamal but significantly related pat-

terns." In this aarticle Collins discusses Faulkner's use 

of Christian mythology in The Sound and the Fuary and the 

parallel with Greek mythology in As I Lay Dyiafig. Many of 

the coamnents about the parallels with the Christian myth 

are the same as those discussed In Collins's article on 

The Sound and the Fury, which appeared in Wallace Stegner's 

book, Tlie American Novel^ From James Fenimore Cooper to 

William Faulkner.^ In "The Pairing of The Sound and the 

Fuary and As I Lay Dying" Collins seeks to prove that the 

Compson sons are "in parallel with Christ, but by inversion" 

(p. 118). They pass through parallel events but go down in 

failure because love is lacking or dlstoarted in their fam

ily. In the later article in Stegner's book Collins shows 

sane refinement of his ideas in his further discussion of 

the parallels between the events involviaig the Compson 

children (including Caddy) and those involving Christ, es

pecially during the week of His Passion. Collins notes 

^Carvel Collins, "The Pairing of The Sound and the 
Fury and As I Lay Dying," Parinceton University Library 
TiEmnicle. 3WIff (Spring, 1957), 1«. 

*^Collins, "William Faulkner: The Sound and the 
Furyt" pp. 224^27. 
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that the parallel in the novel is Ironic; "It emphasizes 

that the tragedy of the Compsons has its source in a lack 

of love because it contrasts their ineffectual lives with 

the life of Christ in His last days, during which He gave 

His disciples an eleventh Commandment—'That ye love one 

another'—and died as the One who Christians believe will 

save th«n tharough His love" (p. 224). In The Sound and the 

Fuary the contrast between the most dramatically-loving days 

of Charist and the inadequate days lived by the Compsons 

"adds to the richness of our aesthetic awareness of the 

tragedy of their lives" (p. 225). 

Collins asserts that the four sections of the novel 

have "dates related to the four major days in the sequence 

of Christ's passion" (p. 225). Three of the sections bear 

the dates in I928 of Good Friday, Holy Saturday, and Easter 

Sunday. Quentin*s section bears the date of a Thursday in 

1910 which was the Octave of Coarpus Christi, a day on which 

the happiest events of Maundy Thuarsday of Easter Week are 

celebrated anew. Colliais further assearts that the events 

that occur in the Compson family on each paarticular day are 

related to those of the same day in Christian histoary and 

liturgy. Persons who aare skeptical of the validity of 

Collins *s conclusions aare at least obligated for their own 

satisfaction to determine the reason for Faulkner's use of 

precise dates as the headings for the four sections of the 

novel if they do not agree with him. Collins believes the 
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dates are "Faulkner's surface method of darawing the reader 

to what lies below" (p. 225). 

On the date of "a significant Thursday" (p. 225) 

Quentin eacpeariences maaiy events which suggest events ex-

pearienced by Christ on Maundy Thursday. Quentin thinks at 

length about a talk he had had with his father; he is cap-

tuared by a garoup of men end taken before a magistrate; 

Quentin has a Last Supper with Shreve and Gerald and their 

companions, the picnic with its wine and blood; Quentin 

and the little ItaUan girl "break bread" ("Pairing," p. 

116), symbolisiaig another Last Supper, while they ere search

ing for her home, a "parallel with the main featuree of 

Coarpus Christi, which is the cararying of the baread tha^ugh 

the stareets" (p. 225). An example of the ironic contarast 

pointed up through a parallel may be seen in Quentin's talk 

with his father. Whereas Charist on Tliursday asked His Father 

to take away the cup of suffering and carucifixlon, Quentin 

on Thuarsday recalls askiaig his father to give him "the pa-

arental suppoart of pua:iishment" (p. 226). 

Jason's section bears the date of Good Friday, 1928, 

aa:id Jason appears in inverse-parallel to Christ, In the 

crucifixion that occurred on that day. On Good Friday, the 

day that Christ's mother was closely associated with Bis 

suffeariang, !4rs. Compson appears at length in Jason's mono

logue "which also has its Magdalen in Jason's Memphis friend" 

(Paiaring," p. 117). Jason's name seems sigaiificant, since 
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it was used for the name "Jesus" by Hellenlzed Jews. At 

the same hour which liturgy has assigned to Christ's un

selfish ascent of the Cross, Jason enters upon selfish cot

ton speculation. At the hour of Christ's death on the 

Cross, Jason is sold out by his Jewish brokers, whom he 

vilifies in the medieval fashion of vilification of Jews 

on Good Fariday. Christ's spirit went frwn the Cross to 

save woarthy souls in Hell; Jason goes from his ccmmiercial 

carucifixlon to chase his niece, who has said that she will 

go to Hell. Jason also says that he will make her caamival 

lover's red necktie the latchstrlng to Hell. 

The date of Benjy's section is April 7j 1928, Holy 

Saturday, the day which Christ spent in the undearworld sav

ing woarthy men. Benjy is sulmierged in events arelated to 

those of Holy Saturday, and again the relationship is ironic 

or invearted. Holy Saturday is the traditional day of the 

loving charisteaxlng of children, but Benjy's thoughts tuam 

to his mother's unloviaig act of changing his original name 

when she realized he would never be noarmal. Benjy's birth

day candles are reminiscent of the paschal candle, which is 

a large feature of church ritual on Holy Saturday. Fire 

fascinates Benjy on this day of aritualistlc lighting of the 

new fire. Benjy is continually associated with themes of 

death; but. Inversely to Christ in the undea-world of the 

dead on Holy Saturday, he cannot offer any hope for life. 

Christ dominated the undearworld and its master, Satan; Benjy 
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is led about by lAister, "that significantly named attendant, 

whose toanaents for Benjy even include buaming him" (p. 226). 

The foaarth section bears the date of Easter Sunday 

in 19fi8. On the anniversary of the day when Christ's tomb 

was found esmpty except for his abandoned grave clothing, 

the Compsons find that the bedroom of Miss Quwitin, who 

serves "in more ways than one" (p. 227) as a substitute for 

Caddy, le empty except for some scattered clothing. Thus, 

Collins assearts, the Compson cliildaren on successive days 

play, "in a symbolic inverted way," the passion of Christ; 

and by the «id of the novel "their combined lives of selfish

ness, fametretion, and defeat have appeaared in telling con

trast to the life of Christ" (p. 227). 

Collins's paarallel of the activities of the Cootpson 

childaren with the events of the Easter narrative paresents 

an unusual but eonvineing apparoach to The Sound and the Fuary. 

Bote that Hardy's identification of Miss Quentin as a Charist 

figure is reinforced by Collins in his stat«sent that Quen

tin substitutes for Caddy in the role of Charist. 

The novel Li^t in August is equipped with its own 

Ourist figures, as well as with other New Testament person

nel. Joe Charistmas is veary often identified as a Charist 

flguare, with other chaaracters from the novel acting as ac-

campenytod biblical pereomMil. One carl tic, R. A. Ranald, 

says that Joe Charistmas, whose initials are a minor element 
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Of Charistian symbolism, undergoes a "lynching crucifixion." 

In keying with Faulkner's use of Christian symbolism as 

myth, Joe Christmas is of shadowy genealogy. Hot knowiiag 

Aether he i» Begaro or white, he is defined by his perse

cutors and in tuam defines than. Percy Gariama, who is are-

sponsible for the lynching, becomes a real and significant 

person only when he is involved in the lynching. Grimm is 

"sanctified tharough violence in his own eyes" (p. 335). 

Randall Stewaart notes a resemblance between Joe Charistmas 

end Christ in the sacrificial role of the scapegoat, "on 

whose head have been heaped all the sins since the race 

began, and who suffers a bitter agony, and death at last, 

at the hands of 'soldiers' not unlike those who carucif led 
o 

Christ."' Another crit ic who has afioticed the "mythic 
MIO analogy between the essioitlally ua:ilike chaaracters of 

Jesus Charist and Joe Christmas i s Lawarance ^Riompson, who 

maintaiais that i t can be aartistically and thematically justi

fied only in one significant s^ise, that Joe 

®B. A. Ranald, "William Faulkner's South: Three 
Degrees of I^h ," Laandfall, XVIII, 335. For. a more thoarough 
description ef tha contante of t^iie article aee the fuller 
discussion of i t in chapter four. 

^Stewart, Ameariean Literatuare and the Christian 
Doetrina, p. 139. 

^^Thia^eon, William Faulkner, p. 77. 
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is misused as a scapegoat by those elements of 
his society who have first made him in their own 
image and have then dodged their own moral respon
sibilities by attempting to heap their own sins 
on him as they carucify him, so that they may ob
tain the illusion of haviaig thus achieved some 
fom of purification and redemption (pp. 77-78). 

Thoeqpecm considers this the "ultimate reversal of conven

tional meanings in the Charistian myth" (p. 78). 

Robeart L. Dorsch not only finds several parallels 

between the lives of Joe Christmas and Charist but comments 

on other chaaracters as well, who, he feels, function in the 

Charistian myth. Joe Charistmas, is, of course, the symbol 

of Christ tharou^out the novel; other characters take on 

vaarious symbolic meanings, dependiaag on their paroximity to 

Joe Charistmas. Tlie Virgin Jfother is introduced in the 

chaaracter of Lena Grove, but Mllly, the real mother of 

Christmas, is "most literally the Virgin" (p. 10). The 

father Is never seen by anyone but her, and his physical 

eadatence is demonstrated only by the fathering of the child. 

Leaui Grove again takes the place of the Viargin when her child 

is boam. Mrs. Hines, the grandmother of Christmas, seec Lena 

as her daughter and sees the child as her grandson. She also 

sees Joe Christmas as the father of the child. Dorsch points 

out that Mrs. Hines thus puts Christmas "in the position of 

beia:ig the father, the son, and, by justaposition with the 

I^Dorsch, "An Intearpretation of the Central Themes 
in the Work of William Faulkner," pp. 9-12. 
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original father, the unseen splarit or Holy Ghost" (p. 10). 

Symbolic representations of Judas, the Old Testa

ment God, aa[id the Roman milltaarist in Lucas Burch, the 

Revearend Hl§^tower, and Pearcy Garimm, arespectively are also 

noted by Dorsch. Burch and Grimm, as Judas and the Roman 

milltaarist, areparesent the eaarth, "the physical background 

against which the philosophical positions are displayed" 

(p. 10). Hightower is the "'God' to whom man first directs 

his faith" (p. 10). He is the one to whom Christmas tuams 

when "the rest of mankind is about to carucify him" (p. 11). 

RiC^tower seems to be about to forsake his symbolic son 

when he refuses to testify thit C3irlstmas was with him on 

the night of the murder, but later he suppoarts liim by claim

ing he was with him. Also, Hightower is the person who 

brings the new son into the world when he presides over the 

deli veary of Lena's child. 

In this article the discussion of Christian symbolism 

is incidental to Dorsch's explanation of belief and under

standing as central themes in Faulkner's works. "It is not 

the person or idea presented symbolically irhich is Important 

in the novel; it is the presence or absence of these quali

ties [belief and understanding] in the persons or ideas 

which decides their worth." Thus for Dorsch, "it is not 

impoartant whether Christ was a Jew or a half-bareed American, 

but it is important that he had a starong belief and a great 

understanding which he demonstrated through his actions" 
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(p. 9). Peaitiaps Doarsch's single most unusual comment on 

Oiaristien myth is his viewing the trinity of the Father, 

Son, and Holy Ghost in the character of Joe Christmas. In 

his statement may be seen an example of the leaiagths to 

which critics go at times to establish the validity of 

Charistian myth in Faulkner's works. 

John Edward Hardy's recognition of Joe Christmas 

as a Christ figure is on the strength of his name, the 

mystearious circumstances of his birth, his doubtful parent

age, his age at the time of the climactic action of the 

12 

novel, and his "passion" (p. l48) and death. The suppo

sition of his mixed blood miakes him like Christ, a 

"stranger in the world" (p. l48). Being both white and 

black, he belongs to both races and therefore to neither. 

Hardy arecognizes this ambivalence as a type and figure of 

Charist's double miailstary and His two natures, human and 

divine, as evidenced by the elaboarate light-dark symbolism 

of the novel. Joe Charistmas, for example, wears a white 

slaiart and black trousers—light above the waist, dark below 

In pursuiaig such analyses as the foregoing, one is 

likely to run into inconsistencies when tarylng to fit the 

other chaaracters into the basic scheme. Lucas Buarch is 

often arecognized as a Judas, and Reverend Hightower has 

been called Pilate. Lena Grove, Byron Bunch, and Lena's 

^ r d y , Man in the Modem Novel, p. l48 
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baby are "clearly Intended as a representation of the Holy 

Ffflttily" (p. l49). Noticeable parallels include the joumey 

of the unwed, expectant mother; her difficulty in finding 

a place to stay to bear her child in the strange town; the 

foster father who accepts his arole with fateful insight; 

the biarth of the child in a former stable; and et the end 

of the book the salesman's stoary which indicates that Lena 

is still "viarginal" (p. l49) even after the actual birth. 

It would appear, then, that there are two Charist 

figures in the book, Joe Christmas and Lena's baby. Is the 

aymbolio time supposed to be the Passion Week or the Christ

mas season! Is Faulkner hopelessly confused in his alle

gorical intent with the story? No, according to Hardy's 

view. Christian myth exists in our culture in fragments, 

and no pattern of events in mere huiaan lives can exactly 

parallel Christ's caareer; when His drama is repeated in 

human affairs, it is not in the original charonological or

der. One should not then e^ect an entirely smooth connec

tion with the Christ story. 

larving Malin writes that the association of Joe 

with Charist suggests the motif of a son dying for a heroic 

cause: "He is carucified because he tries to assert the in-

tegarity of the individual, whether he realizes this or not." ^ 

"̂ l̂arviaig Malin, William Faulkner; An Intearpareta-
tion (Stanford, Califoamia: Stanford Ttoiverslty Press, 
T557), p. 69. 
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In the death scene Joe's blood "»seemed to rush out of his 

pale body like the arush of sparks from a arising rocket; 

upon that black blast the man seemed to rise soaring into 

their mamorles forever and ever'" (p. 69). Malin equates 

the biblical resurrection of Charist "with the living maaoary 

Joe can offer to those who leam about his plight" (p. 69). 

In Malin's opiaiion Faulkner also uses the Christ symbol in 

an ironic way. Never having known kindness, pity, or love 

farom his father-iiaage, Joe is unable to fight coraruption 

with love. Joe has leaamed only to destroy or be destroyed. 

Malin thinks that in this respect Faulkner seems to dlstoart 

the woards of Christ at the Lord's Supper: "'As the Father 

has loved me, so have I loved you: continue ye in my love'" 

(p. 69)? and he assearts that Faulkner's ambiguous use of 

the Charist symbol is forceful because it shows that the tra-

ditioauil elements of Christian love and charity are frequently 

absent in modeam times. The father cannot love "because of 

the pride which compels him to seek certainty through design; 

the son cannot love because he has learned the meaning of 

violence from the father" (p. 69). 

In a more general fashion, Beekman W. Cottarell points 

out that Light in August uses "the elsments of Christian myth 

in a vaariaty of ways and on various levels of impoartance and 

itl4 
significance." He notes three actual levels of Christian 

^Teakman W. Cottrell, "Christian Symbols in 'Light 
in August,'" Modem Fiction Studies, II (Winter, 1956), 207. 
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symbolism. On the outer or upper level are the "inescap

able" (p. 207) facts which are so often noted: the name 

of Joe Christmas, the initials J. C , his uncertain pater

nity, his appeaarance at the oarphanage on Christmas Day, his 

age of apparoacimately thirty-three years at the time of his 

lynchiafig, and Faulkner's constemt use of the woard caruci

fixlon. 

A second level of symbolic meaning in Cottrell'a 

view is one similar to that of such poets as Eliot and 

Pound, namely, Faulkner's use of "stories or facts or sym

bols familiar to all, whole or in paart, in or out of logi

cal time" (p. 207), thus creating a new and richer pattern 

of meaning. Although Faulkner does not restrict himself 

to a completely literal retelling of the stoary, the patteam 

of Joe Charistmas's life does follow that of the life of 

Christ; and interwoven with his stoary are familiar people 

farom the life of Christ. Chris'toas was fifteen years in 

foarmation and fifteen years in the world before he was 

lynched. He bears the name of Mary's husband. Joe sees no 

incongaruity in the fact that, although he has refrained 

farom committing the sin, McEacheam will punish him exactly 

as if he has committed it. The one who punishes him is 

named Simon, "a veritable Simon Peter, . . . the arock upon 

which the puaritan, evangelical church of Yoknapatawpha 

county is based" (p. 208). Joe's foster mother symbolically 

washes his feet. Joanafia Burden is the John the Baptist of 
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the stoary (note the initials), and her words before the 

murder asking Joe to pray are reminiscent of John the Bap

tist's woards when he is preaching in the wilderness, "'Re

pent ye: for the kiaigdom of heaven is at hand '" (p. 209). 

When Joe is fleeing fram the law, he enters the Negro church 

with weapon in hand as Jesus did when he drove the money

changers farom the temple. It is on Friday that Joe gives 

himself up, as serene as Jesus was in the Garden of Geth-

semane. Percy Grimm, muttering "'Jesus Christ!'" (p. 209), 

flares five shots into Charistmas's body, and, acting the 

part of the Roman soldier who pierced Jesus's side, perfonns 

his "horrible ritual act of mutilation on Joe" (p. 209). 

Fuarther, says Cottrell, Lena Garove symbolizes Mary," 

"as she gives biarth in a manger" (p. 210). She is cared 

for by Joseph in the person of ^aron and departs with him 

and the baby at the close of the novel, ^yron, like Joseph, 

is humble, faithful, unquestioning in devotion, and he too 

is a "worker in wood" (p. 210), being employed at the plan

ing mill. The birth of Lena's child is responsible for 

"a kind of regeneration, a are joining of the human race, by 

the canplex figure of Hightower" (p. 210). Lucas Burch 

plays Judas, tuaming state's evidence for the thousand 

dollars' reward, the thirty pieces of silver. 

In a complicated eacplanation that ranks among the 

most iaaaginative identificatioafis to date, Cottrell identi

fies Gail Hightower as Pontius Pilate. Cottrell explains 
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of Latin words centearing on pile, a pillar, pons, a bridge 

or the floor of a tower, and pi la tus. bald or close-sh. ved. 

The Roman first name of Gaius, for Gall, is associated In 

Tacitus with the Pontius family. Like Hightower, Pontius 

Pilate was a figure of mysteary aaround whom legends have 

grown up, and again like Hightower, he was known for his 

loud voice. Cottrell cites other similaarities between the 

two, but in most cases the evidence seems veary weak. High

tower arubs his hands "'gently at first, a little guiltily'" 

(p. 211). Pilate aruled in Judea as a representative of 

Rome; Hightower's realm is the church. Hightower, like 

Pilate, has been peculiarly able to obsearve all the people 

in the stoary. They both preside over the birth of some

thing they cannot understand. Lastly, just as Pilate tried 

to save Jesus by offering to carucify another condemned 

cariminal, Hightower tries to parovide an alibi to save Joe, 

but his offer comes too late. 

On the third or overall level of symbolism, in 

Cottarell's system, Joe represents the humanity for which 

Christ died: Joe, like Jesus, attaining "the inner peace, 

the cessation of staruggle, the inevitable feeling of sacri

fice" (p. 212). Joe Christmas is betrayed by Lucas Burch, 

ironically, the father of Lena's baby. Thus, in the over

all sense "both the Nativity and the Crucifixion are being 

played simultaneously in the novel, and Lucas Buarch as Judas 
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is responsible for both" (p. 212). Hightower's help at 

the biarth shows his unconscious arecognltlon of the Resur

rection, "the hope which this birth (and by extension 

tharou^ Mrs. Hines and the memories of Joe Christmas' biarth, 

all biarths) brings for the world" (p. 212). 

Cottrell concludes that the theme of Light in August 

and of the Christian stoary is that the mingling of good and 

evil can baring hope. He believes that Faulkner's subtle 

use of symbols, both overtly and coveartly, to enrich his 

story and give it added significance is a testament to his 

major place in fiction. In Light in August it is the Chris

tian symbols that suggest a framework which makes the di

vergent stories a comprehensible whole. 

A conclusion similar to that of Cottrell is reached 

by C. Hugh Holaaan, who seeks to parove that Light in August 

"has a unity which Is a fimction of its uses of the Christ 

stoary." "The novel," says Holman, "becomes the stoary of 

the life and death of a man peculiarly like Christ in many 

particulars" (p. 155). The Hightower stoary and the Lena 

Garove stoary are contarasting poartions of a th«aatic state

ment also made suggestively by analogies to the Christ 

stoary. 

^ C . Hugh Holman, "The Unity of Faulkner's Light 
in August," PMLA, 73 (March, 1958), 155. 
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The most obvious of the Christ analogues, Holman 

feels, is in the stoary of Joe Christmas. The parallels 

between Joe Christmas and Christ seem pearverse and almost 

mockiafig, but they seem to invite the reader to look at Joe 

Christmas as a person somehow like Christ. When Joe is 

five, he is spirited away to Little Rock by his grandfather 

to save him from the oarphanage authorities, as Maary and 

Joseph fled with Jesus to Egypt to escape the authorities. 

The steam Calvinism of Simon McEacheam represents the ac

cepted religious order of Joe's world, which is equivalent 

to the Rvarisaic order of Christ's world; and at the age 

of eight Joe sets himself against the foarmal codification 

of that order by refusing to leaam the Presbyterian cathe-

chism. He rejects three temptations: Mrs. McEacheam's 

food and the feminine pity which it represents; the Negaro 

girl when he is fouarteen; and McEacheam's attempt to pur

chase his allegiance to oarthodox conventions by giving him 

a heifer. He also rejects food three times. 

After he kills Joanna Burden, Joe Christmas is be

trayed by Lucas Burch, his "'disciple'" (p. 157). On 

Tuesday of his week of flight, the day of Holy Week on which 

Christ cleansed the Temple, Joe enters a Negro church and 

darlves out the worshippers, uslaig a table leg as a weapon. 

On Thursday night, the night of the Last Supper, a meal 

mysteriously appears before him at the cabin of one whom 

he calls a "'barother'" (p. 158). On Friday he enters 
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Nottstown on a wagon darawn by mules. When he is recognized 

in town, he is hit in the face twice and his forehead laid 

open so that it bleeds. His garandfather, a steam Calvinist, 

speaking for the Pharisees, urges the crowd to kill Joe. 

He is tumed over to the Jefferson sheriff; and he is guarded 

by National Guardsmen, who spend their time gambling. 

Holman says that these parallels have been dismissed 

as insignificant because critics have been looking for a 

theological Savior, whose death would expiate man's sins. 

However, Holman continues, Faulkner has defined the function 

of allegoary to be a chaart against which man can measure him

self and leam what he is. Christian allegoary uses Christ 

as "'a matchless eacample of suffearing and sacrifice and the 

promise of hope'" (p. 158). Joe Christmas does not parallel 

the "Messiah of St. Paul's epistles but the suffering searvant 

of Isaiah" (p. 158). 

Joe Christmas suffers from his belief that he bears 

a faint strain of Negaro blood, which exists in him as a 

touch of oariginal sin. Joe is "pursued and harried" (p. 

l6l) by the reparesentatives of the organized church, 

Eupheua Hines, Simon McEachem, Joaama Burden, and Gail 

mghtcfwer, even as Jesus was pursued and harried by the 

Phaariseee. Holman says, 

Joe Charistmas is like Christ in that he bears our 
common guilt, symbolized by his Negro blood, that 
he is denied by the world and that he is ultimately 
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of feared as a blood sacrifice because of the' 
origiaial sin" he bears. But he is not Christ; 
he is a rebelling and suf fearing creature, em-
bit teared, angary and almost totally lacking in 
love. In his ineffectual death is no salvation. 
His is a futile and meaniaigless expiation of his 
"guilt" (p. 161). 

Holman further ccmmients that Lena Garove is the Vir

gin of religion. Although Faulkner deaiied the connection, 

it has been said that the phrase "light in August" refers 

to Lena's paregnancy. Holman theoarizes that the statement 

"She will be light in August" is in Mississippi folk terms 

the equivalent of "Unto us a child is bom; unto us a son 

is given" (p. I65). 

Holman concludes by statiaig that none of the char

acters are adequate areprasentationa of the Christ story, 

but each reparesents certain limited aspects of Charist. In 

them and their actions may be seen the dim outline of 

"Charist as the orgaaiizing principle behind them" (p. I66). 

The separate stories aare COTibined into a unified whole by 

Faulkner's extensive use of the Christ stoary and "his appli

cation of a nontheological intearpretation in which Charist 

is the suf fearing searvant of Isaiah, the archetype of man 

atruggliiag against the order and condition of himself and 

his world" (p. 166). Thus Holman, like Beekman Cottarell, 

sea3 the Charistian myth as an integaral and unific aspect 

of Light in August. 
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In his study of the topic of the mythical resem

blance between Joe Christmas and Christ, Hyatt H. Waggoner 

sees a parominent and consistent analogy between the two 

that has "nothing to do with any resemblance in character 

or outlook between Christmas and Jesus; indeed, . . . we 

are asked to see Christmas's death as a carucifixlon de

spite the fact that Christmas is in eveary imaginable way 
16 

different firom Jesus." Waggoner quotes the passage of 

scripture which he calls the "catalogue of the unfoartunate" 

(p. 107) in eaq;>lainlng the analogy between Charistmas and 

Jesus. 

Then shall they also answer him, saylaig. Lord, 
when saw we thee an huaigeared, or athirst, or a 
staraa:ager, or naked, or sick, or in prison, and did 
not minister unto thee? 

Then shall he answer them, saying. Verily I say 
unto you. Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the 
least of these, ye did it not to me. (Matthew 25: 
44-45), (p. 106) 

Charistmas is "one of the least of these" (p. I06), Waggoner 

says, end he expeariences all the Itema in the "catalogue 

of the unfortuafiate" (p. 107) in the course of the book. 

Further, Waggcaier sees in Oiaristmas's adult life the pat

tern of the Agnus del of the service of Holy Communion, in 

irtiich the worshipper calls upon the "'lamb of God'" (p. 107) 

^aggcmer, William Faulkner, Farom Jefferson to the 
World, p. 103. 
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to have mercy and to garant peace. After Christmas has 

killed Joaafma Burden, he reflects that all he has ever 

wanted is peace. As a boy he killed a sheep end dipped his 

hands in the blood, "thus in fantasy and symbol being 

•washed in the blood of the lamb'" (p. 107), and Waggoner 

sees a kind of metaphoaric ascension in his death. 

Two critics who have noted the parallel between Joe 

Christmas and Christ but who have not given enthusiastic 

allegiance to it are Richaard Chase and Robert D, Jacobs. 

Chase does not feel that the Christian symbolism is deeply 

17 
significant. He says that the symbols are sometimes 

"crudely Imagined or imperfectly assimilated in context" 

(p. 195)> and he points out the "uneasy connection" (p. 

195) of Joe Christmas with Charist. Several of Joe's acts 

take place on Friday or "'on the third day'" (p. 195); 

Mrs. McEacheam washes his feat; I^cas Burch betrays him for 

a thousaadd pieces of silver; Joe's garandfather, Eupheus 

Hines, "the only father Joe knows" (p. 195)> imagines that 

ha ia God. Chase thinks that Faulkner is not able to sense 

eacactly how the Charist theme should be handled, "sometimes 

making it too oveart and sometimes not oveart enough. He at-

t«npts to 'enlajgge Joe's chaaracter by edduciaig a willed 

•̂ R̂ichaard Chase, "Stone and Carucifixlon—Light in 
August," in Caritiquas and Essays on Modeam Fiction, ed. by 
Joseph W. Aldrldge (New York: Ronald i>ress, 1952), pp. 
190-99, areparinted from K«r^on Review. X (August, i94o), 
539-51. 
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marthology'" (p. 195). Robert D. Jacobs Usts several anal-

o^ae between Ouristmas and Christ (Joe, like Charist, is 

sacrlfitad by the Pharisees; he is "'deSpiead and rajaeted 

of man, a man of sorarowa and acquainted with garief"), but 
18 

he fe#ls that ttmr are inconclusive and ironic. 

' ' In ccmtarast to the many aarticles which have noted 

Chariet figures or other N ^ Testament parallels in The Sound 

aaad the Fury end Light in August, <mly one contains an ex-

aminatiim of a Chrtet flguare in Absalom, Abitalom! Donald 

M. Kartlganer believes that Charles Bon evolves into a kind 

of Chariet throui^ the intearpretations of Quentin and Shareve. 

He le a eon of the steam J^ovah, but he possesses a cer

tain seaise of hiaoan coneidearation and appareciatlon for an

other'a love exiA sitffaring. Bon se^is aware of his fate, 

seema to be ruahiaig toward it, without tarylng to overcome 
19 

vlolantly the "'system'" that denies him. 

Parallels with Old Testam«it narratives have also 

been found in each of the three iK>vele, although to a much 

greater aiAint in Absalam, Absalom! than in either The Sound 

mA the Fuiy or lAidit in August. Hyatt H. Waggoner has 

called Benjy Compeon of The Sound and the Fury "prelapsarian 

-^Jacobs, "William Faulkner: The Passion and The 
Penance," p. I60. 

%aarti|^Jiar, "The Role of Hyth in Ab8al<^, Absalom!, 
p. 365. 
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man, Adam before the fall." larving Malin notes the re
lationship of Benjy's name to Benjamin, the youngest son 

of Jacob, and the kinship of the Hebrews and the Negaroes in 
21 

Faulkner's work. Both peoples are extremely devoted to 

the Lord, believing they are tested daily to affiarm their 

qualities of endurance. Like the Hebrews in bondage in 

Egypt or Babylonia, the Negaroes have faith that upholds 

them in a land of infidels. According to Malin, Benjy Comp

son's name was chosen to show that "he—like the Negro— 

is an outcast in the South" (p. 74), a captive in a foreign 

land. Malin likens Dilsey's words, "I seed de beginnin, 

en now I sees de endin," to the cary of a Hebarew pi^phet. 

Old Testament parallels have likewise been noticed 

in Light in August. Lawrence Thompson thinks that Simon 

McEacheam and Doc Hines speak in the manner of Old Testa

ment parophets, Hines calling both his daughter and the or

phanage dietician Jezebels and whores of Babylon and 

McEacheam shouting to Joe's girlfariend, "'Away, Jezebel! 

. . . Away, harlot!'"^^ John Lewis Longley, Jr., asserts 

that the Lena-Byron relationship in Light in August is 

Faulkner's version of the Gaarden of Eden stoary.̂ ^ Byron 

^^aggoner, William Faulkner, From Jefferson to the 
World, p. 103. 

^^lin, William Faulkner; An Intearpretation, p. 74. 

^^^ompson, William Faulkner, p. 71. 

^Jchn Lewis Longley, Jr., "Faulkner's Byron Bianch," 
Geoirgia Review, X (Summer, I96I), 197-98. 
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is Adam, who labors in the garden of his world; he is un-

fallan not because he is ignoarant of the existence of sin, 

but because he has established his own system to avoid it. 

Imne is Eve, an already-fa lien Eve who will soon give birth 

to an illegitiaaate child. Byron is an Adam who will follow 

his Eve out of the Garden, even though she does not ask him 

to follow her. It is possible to claim that Byron's effoart 

at hearoism, although it is comic, reflects the Christian 

paradox of the Foartianate Fall, Longley suggests. Byron 

leaves hie cloistered Eden to pluaige into the active life, 

to know sin and arun the risk of damiaation to be Lena's pro

tector. It is somewhat humorous to notice that whereas 

some caritics intearpret the arelationship of Byron, Lena, and 

Lena's child as "clearly" a arepresentation of the Holy Fam

ily, Longley has built a case for a parallel with the Gar

den of Eden stoary just as confidently. 

The novel Absalom, Absalom! has pi^vided feartile 

ground for critics looking for Charistian or Hebraic myth. 

The obvious parallel between the Sutpen family and the Old 

Testament narrative of King David's family has often been 

pointed out by critics although they accent different aspects 

of the paarallel and add other comments about biblical paral

lels. Maary Colum has noted that the cary of King David gives 

title to the novel. The David of the book is Thcaaas Sutpen, 

Maary Colum, "Faulkner's Staruggle tilth Technique," 
Foarum, XCVII JJanuaary, 1937), 35-
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Who had bean a robbar and a fli^tar like King David bafoara 

coming to leffareon. Thaare ie also the theme of the girl 

who vants to maarry har father's son. Judith Sutpen wants 

to marry the Bogaroid Charlae Bon, who, because of the possi

bility of marariaga, is killed 1^ Henry, "who had loved him 

aa Jonathan was loved" (p. 35), 

Ilea Dusolr Lind n^tas mythological reference to 
OS 

maafQT ancient eharaeters ^ in Abealom, Absalom!; for example, 

Butpan la "an a:ifaablad Abaraham aralagating the punishment 

of hie alne to his childaran's children" (p. 279). In his 

anguish^ ar^^ognition that hie design wil l not be fulfi l led 

baeause ha has no available hair, Sutpen i s "by iaronical 

aUuaion to the t i t l e of the book. King David of Jairuaalem" 

(p. S79). Benary 6utp«i and Charles Bern are the "Biblical 

Abealom and Amnon in mortal conflict tsner a sister" (p. 280). 

Thalr araletionahip may also be describad as a Cain-Abel eon-

f l i e t , and the language and allueions involved in i t aara 

avprofprtately biblical. Lind aleo sees in Sutpen's fa l l 

and the oblitaaration of his house the my^ of "men's oariginal 

ftill from innoc«ica and the vieitatione of Divine justice 

upm third and f̂ oorth generations" (p. 281). Thomas Sutpen's 

own loaa of "innocanca" takes plaee bafoara the door of the 

plantation KMtmt^e great teuaa where he stands, with patched 

0MtalIe and no ehoaa, and f irs t faals "like Adam in Paaradise, 

^Uaai, "The Baalgn and Meaning of Absalom. Absalom 
pp. 279-^1. 
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the shameful iaiadequacy of his natural garb" (p. 297). 

Lind concludes, "Old Testament violence evoking God's wrath 

is recaptured here in a legend of father tuming against 

son, son against father, and brother against brother" (p. 

281). 

Further notice is given of the allusion to the story 

of David and Absalom by Richard Coanda."̂  Coanda notes that 

Sutpen is not content to be another Kia:ig David, "for whom 

Jehovah decreed: 'He shall build a house to my name and I 

will establish the tharone of his kingdom forever'" (p. 3). 

Sutpen builds a mansion in his own name and then has his 

line pearpetuated by his grandson, a Negro idiot. The cast-

off son, Charles Bon, "is a second Absalom, handsome and 

waywaard; but Henry Sutpen, Valery Bon, and Jim Bond—each 

a Sutpen scion repudiated by a regal father—extend and 

multiply the Biblical implications" (p. 3). Neither Sutpen 

nor his descendants ever utter David's anguished lament. 

Thus the Bible tells the triumph of a repentant king, but 

the novel arelates the destruction of a remoreeless colonel. 

David's altar placates divine wrath, and the Lord shows 

mearcy on the plague-ridden land, but Sutpen buams no Incense, 

makes no offeriaag, and his idiot great-grandson is loosed 

upon the world. 

26 
Coanda, "Absalom. Absalcaa!," p. 3. 
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Lawarance Thompson gives an excellent discussion of 

the mythic aaialogy between Sutpen and David and theorizes 

that it was darawn to show the reader what was lacking in 
27 

Thomas Sutpen. Faulkner presents many analogies between 

the Hebraic story of David and the stoary of Thomas Sutpen 

l«ag before any of these aawilogles pay off "in tems of 

Faulknerian themes" (p. 64), Thompson begins. Sutpen, like 

David, was sent by his father on an erarand which changed 

the entire course of his life. David was told that whoever 

killed the giant Goliath would receive the kia:jg's daughter 

for his wife, but David was tricked by Saul, who parcanised 

liim one daughter and gave him another. Because of this de

ception, David felt morally justified in leaving that wife 

and fleeing farom the country. Similarly, Thomas Sutpen had 

felt taricked in his first marriage and felt justified in 

leaving his wife. After David had established himself as 

king, he used questionable means to acquire another wife, 

Bathsheba, even as Sutpen used questionable means to obtain 

Ellen Coldfield. Both faaailies had paroblems involvla:ig incest, 

which resulted in barothers killiaiig brothers. David's son 

Aimon foarced incestuous relations with his half sister Tamar 

and was killed by his barother Absalom, who arebelled against 

his father and thus aruinad the house of David. When David 

aracaivad the news of Absalom's death, he utteared a 

27 
'Thompson, William Faulkner, p. 64. 
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grief-stricken lament: "»0 my son Absalom, my son, my son 

Absalom! would God I had died for thee, 0 Absalom, my son, 

my son!" (p, 65). With this lament David shared part of 

the responsibilities "for the estraaigements between father 

and son which caused the ultimate death of two sons." (p. 

65). Through self-reproach and repentance David achieved 

the tragic height of anguished dignity and nobility. It is 

at this point, says ThcH&pson, thslit the mythic analogy be-

c<»iies invearted, for Thomas Sutpen made no such lament. 

The carucial point of the Sutpen stoary is illuminated: 

"Sutpen's dream was indeed only Sutpen" (p. 65). 

larviaig Malin »s discussion of the mythic analogy 

between the Sutpens and David and Absal<»a points out that 

in II Samuel Absalom has an abundance of paride because he 

is physically very attiractive and because he is well loved 

28 
by his father and his friends. He desiares to have as 

much regal power as his father and rebels against David. 

He is slain in battle when his hair is caught in the branches 

of a tree. David weeps when he hears that Absalom has been 

slain; for, althoui^ he realizes the natuare of Absalom's 

pride, he can still acknowledge the fact of his blood tie to 

his rebellious son. In Absalom, Absalom! Faulkner describes 

Bon's iaiadequacies in the eyes of Thomas Sutpen to show that 

this father cannot even aregard his son as hiaman. Tftrxlike the 

28M. l in , William Faulkner, An Intearpretation, p. 68. 
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biblical Absalom, Bon rebels because he wants his humanity 

to be recognized, not because he is overly proud. Malin 

equates the blood mixture of Bon in Faulkner's myth with 

the hair of Absalom as the agent of destaruction. The 

values irtfiearent in the lament of David are lost; Sutpen 

does not have a vision of any personal inadequacies which 

foarced Bon to rebel as David did. Sutpen only continues 

to obey his design and taries to rebuild his empire. 

Î nnaart Bjork points out some parallela between the 

curse on the house of David and the curse on the South and 

adds that in the Southeam version of the stoary miscegenation 

is an impoartant factor because of the nature of the Southeam 
2Q 

curse. ^ The analogies do not need to be clear cut for the 

basic laBplications to be identical; for example, in the 

David-Sutpen aaialogy the central idea is (in Faulkner's 

woards) that of the "'man who wanted sons and the sons de

staroyed him'" (p. 200). Both fathers are toarmented by grief 

at the loss of their sons, but Sut2>en's barooding despair is 

not aarticulated as David's toarment is. Other critics have 

suggested that this lament can be used to measure Sutpen's 

sensitiveness, but Bjork feels that Sutpen, having been de

picted tharoughout the novel as a tacituam chaaracter, would 

not be likely to show aaiy emotional disturbance, either of 

Joy or grief. Fuarther, Bon corresponds in the stoary to 

^^jork, "Ancient Kyths and the Moral Framework of 
AbsalCTn, Absalom!.** p. 200. 
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Amnon, not to the favored son Absalom. David was not so 

deeply moved with grief at Amnon's death, and perhaps Sutpen 

would have reacted differently if his favorite son, Heaiary, 

the only son he regarded as legitimate, had been killed. 

Bjork continues his discussion by remarking that in 

Absalom. Absalom! the God is the God of the Old Testament, 

the God of fear and veaigeance, as shown in Miss Rosa's be

lief that her faaaily has evoked the wrath of God. Sutpen 

sins against God by violating his fellow man and by misusing 

the land which God has given in tarust to man. Sutpen seizes 

and claims his own a hundred square miles of land, thus vio

lating the tarust of the land, "just as Agamemnon misused 

his arole as the instarument of the punishment of the gods, 

and just as David abused his position as God's chosen one" 

(p. 202). 

Donald M. Kaartiganer's study of biblical parallels 

notes not only the David-Absalom story but also the fall 
30 

farom grace to coraruption and the creation naarrative. "̂  In 

comparing the Sutpen stoary to the biblical stoary of David 

and Absalom, Kaartiganer notes that whereas David reaffirms 

the relationship with his son Absalcan twice (once when 

Absalom kills his half brother Amnon and again when Absalom 

is killed in his unsuccessful rebellion against David), at 

30Kaartiganer, "The Role of Myth in Absalom, Absalom!, " 
p. 362-65. 
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no time does Sutpen affiarm his fatherhood of Bon, who seeks 

recognition but receives "no word at all" fix>m his father. 

Kaartiganer identifies the movement of the oariginal Sutpen 

family from an unidentified place in the mountains to the 

valleys as a fall far<aa grace to coraruption and also as the 

epic jouamey from one world to another. The description 

of the careation of Sutpen's world seems to be a conscious 

allusion to the biblical Careation; Sutpen's Hundred is 

foarmed "'violently out of the soundless Nothiaag,' as if with 

no gareater effoart than the Lord saying Let there be light: 

'the Be Sutpen's Hundred like the oldentime Be Light'" (p. 

362). The allusion is continued into the amount of time 

necessaary to complete the foundation of his design; it took 

"six years to build a house and plantation, to marary, and 

in the sixth year to create man, to beget a son" (p. 362). 

Kaartiganer also likeais Sutpen to the Old Testament God in 

that he is a "creatiaig being, ambitious and aspiring, a 

basically fate-defying character, who will not give in to 

circumstance" (p. 3 ^ ) . 

Whatever his puarpose in using the Christian allu

sions and whatever his view of Christianity, Faiilkner has 

furnished the critics many points of reference in disciiss-

ing his use of Charistian myth.̂ "̂  Maa:iy critics have seized 

^^Those who would doubt the likelihood of Faulkner's 
usage of Christian materials should remember that FatOkner 
was reared in a society which was steeped in Christiardty. 
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his mythic hints and based critical articles on them, em-

phasiziaig vaarious aspects of Christian myth and reachiaig 

various conclusions about its puarposes in Faulkner's works 

It was a paart of Faulkner's heritage, as Faulkner Ikimself 
said: 

The writer must write out of his background. He must 
write out of what he knows and the Charistian legend 
is paart of any Christian's backgaround, especially 
the backgaround of a countary boy, a Southeam country 
boy. My life was passed, ray childhood, in a veary 
small Mississippi town, and that was a paart of my 
backgaround. I grew up with that. I assianilated 
that, took that in without even knowiaig it. It's 
just there. It has nothing to do with how much of 
it I might believe or disbelieve—it's just there. 
(Faulkner in the Ifrilverslty, p. 86) 

A typical Faulkner answer to a question about correspondence 
between his work and the Christian stoary usually included 
araferances to "ready-made tools" and "lumber" used to ac
hieve a paarticular effect. In answer to a question regard
ing his Intentions in regard to Joe Christmas as a Christ 
figure, Faulkner replied: 

No, that's a matter of reachiiag into the lumber aroom 
to get out somethiaig which seems to the writer the 
most effective way to tell vrtiat he is taryiaig to tell. 
And that comes back to the notion that there are ao 
few plots to aee that sooner or later any writer is 
goia:ig to use something that has been used. And that 
Christ stoary is one of the best stoaries that man has 
invented, assumlaig that he did invent that stoary, and 
of course it will recur. Evearyone that has had the 
story of Christ and the Passion as a paart of his 
Christian background will in time draw from that. 
There was no deliberate intent to repeat it. That 
the people to me come first. The symbolism comes 
second. (Faulloaar in the Untlversity, p. 117) 



CHAPTER III 

MODERN MYTHOPOETIC SOURCES 

In addition to the pagan and Christian mythical 

patterns, critics have found in Faulkner's fiction sources, 

arelativaly modem, which may be termed myths because their 

function is closely related to the function of the ancient 

myths in illumiafuiting generally accepted beliefs of a group 

of people while conveying an ixmnediate intuition of reality 

and taruth. In many respects, these modeam mythopoetic sources 

are used equally with the older laythlc sources in Faulkner's 

novels and stozles. Illustarations of such mythic patteams 

may be found in Shakespeai^, for eacample, in almost eveary 

one of his plays, in which the characters and incidents seem 

to exemplify and dramatize effectively ceartain accepted 

taruths or arecognizable situations. !Raus one may speak, for 

example, of the Hamlet myth because Hamlet has become recog

nized and generally accepted as an archetype of the barood

ing, indecisive young man. Hamlet's name also brings to 

mind the thwae of incest when his conceam for his mother is 

remffiabearad. If, then, a character in a novel by Faulkner 

ie linked with Kai&let (as Quentin Compson has been), ceartain 

oveartwies appear that add insight to the reader's understand

ing of that chaaracter. The Hamlet myth may be invoked for 

the same reasons and in the same manner as any other myth, 

71 
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end a«F number of ot^r modam mytha may eimiUrly be called 

upon to mrich a atory. A l iat of the major rac«fit mythic 

eouroaa found by eritlee in Abaalom, Absalom! > L:ijadht in 

AuiatBt. moA tim Bound and tHa Foraf would include Bsmlat and 

MUelMî i the Waeta Land imai^ popularitad by T. ;̂ . Eliot; 

^m Ai^ewfenee of fraudlan thaory; and horrific patterns 

drawn from tha ganara of the Ooimie novel. 

We may turn to mMtmepeere^e works fiaret in an ax-

emlnatlan of these modem airBivalante to the older my îs* 

Moat of tlio StiatoaiMNiaraan alluai^ma £̂ aem to have bean dla-

oovarad by erltiee In The Bound end the Fury. RicYu^rA 

Ohaao rafare to Quant ia Cosî aon ae e "Bamlat-lika" young 

man* and larving Mewa foala that Faulkner intended the araadar 

to telim QuMitin ae a "modem, i f leemer, Memlat—malancholy, 

indoeleivaf troubled by the avil of woman, "̂  Howe* on the 

otiiar liandf does not faol that Faulkner wee entirely euccass-

fttl in eroatlng QiMmtln in the image of Eamlat despite tha 

feat that Faulknar "oreftlly inaarta refermcee to Hamlet (p. 

121). Aeeardimc to Umm, Quantin laoka Hamlet's intallaet 

^no arltio, OlgB Vlckary, however, seas tha l i ter
ary importanea of Bfcnry ftutpen of Absalom. Abealom! aa an 
"•aoademlo •wilet naked trm some trancemant,' " f̂ gy^Io 
of Wlll!,ft» yru3J|Mr (Baton Rouget Louieiana State wiivar-
i l l y IRiaa, 1904), p. 91. 

^Oiaea, Amarican Boval end Its Tradition^ p* 223. 

(Itov York! ̂!r\s£rMi^]Wi:T'^uM'''^'''^ '̂ ^ 
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and dash, and the comparison of the two is no kindness to 

Quant in. 

In "Shakespearean Symbolism in The Sound aafid the 

Furj^" Marjorie Ryan takes issue with Howe's assertion that 

Quentin was meant to be a Hamlet figure and proposes that 

Faulkner, instead of identifying Quentin with Hamlet or any 

other Shakespearean hero, identified his attitude with Mac

beth's attitude in the passage from which the book takes 

its title. Further, the dominant Shakespearean symbolism 

in The Sound and the Fuary can all be related directly to 

Macbeth's speech. The baroken watch "ticking away the last 

syllables of recorded time for Quentin" (p. 42) and the 

"walking shadow" which Quentin becomes are often repeated 

symbols which relate to Quentin's mental condition; and, 

firaally, Quentin becomes "the a&bodiment of life as Macbeth 

sees it—empty, meaniaagless, futile" (p. 42). But Quentin 

is neither a Hamlet figure nor a Macbeth figure, continues 

Miss Ryan; the echoes of both Haialet and Macbeth serve only 

to strike the dc»aiaiant note of "despair at evil within and 

without, against which every tragic hero struggles and which 

overwhelms Quentin" (p. 42). Thus, in Miss Ryan's opinion, 

the Shakespearean symboliem "elevates Quentin even while 

revealing his limitations" (p. 42). It scarves as a reminder 

^Marjorie Hyan, "Shakespearean Symbolism in The 
Sound and the Fuary,̂  Faulkner Studies, II (Autumn, 19^3)* 
i»0-43. 
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of the moaral puarpose brtiind Ouanttn'e actions and in a way 

eavae Qoantin, Niee Hjran coneludaa; "it makes him not a 

vietlm of a chastity neuroals placed in stiaarp laronie con

trast to tha tragic hero, but rather . . . the ahadow of 

a taragic hero" (p. 44). 

Bumarous other eritiee have also discussed the rm-' 

letioiuihip of the events in The Souaid and the Fuary to the 

•l̂ **̂ *'̂  ̂  Macbeth, trem whieh Faulknar took the title for 

hia book. tsMrmnce Thompson cites the mythic elements of 

Macbeth'8 eoliloquy emieaming life-tima-daath as one of 

ttiraa mytliie baekdirope in Tha Sound and the Fury; this back-

drop is aetablishad when Quentin, Jae<m, and Mr. and Mare. 

Comipeon utter nagatione which echo Macbeth's epaach.^ T^e 

Conpions, like Macba^, try to excuse themselves and deny 

U f a end love by "projecting their own Irmer cYmon outwaard 

upon tha ordaarad universe" (p. $1). 

In addition to that euggastad by tha title. Carvel 

Collins notes the use of other pliarasae that come frtsa tha 

Maebath passages "the firet outline of the Compeon's tale 

ia *told by «a idiot'"; QvMmtin arapaatadly thinks of the 

"hralking ehedow* eaet 1^ tha eun, the only tiasapiece ha 

oan naithar silanee fior avoid"; Jason's monologue coneiete 

of a l«!igthy aeeoant of how ha "••tnits and farats'"; in tha 

^hEhompson, Williimi Faulknar. p. 25. 

^OolUnat "̂ Iha fnirlng of 'The sound and tha Fury< 
and •Aa I Lay Dying,'^ p. 122. 
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last paragaraphs of the book Benjy's bellowiaig (sound) 

"confronts Jason's blindest fury" (p. 122). To this love

less family, Collins points out, life signifies very little. 

Lawrence Bowling also notes the repetition of words 

farom the Macbeth speech, the key word both in it, and in 

Quentin'8 section, being shadow. Mr. Compson expresses 

"exactly the same ideas" (p. 472) in the first paragraph of 

Quentin's section, even repeating several of Macbeth's 

words. Elsewhere in the novel other of Macbeth's words are 

echoed: "Macbeth's description of life as a 'barief candle' 

is repeated in Mr. Compson's remark that P11 life is merely 

'tempoaraary'"; his "asseartion that life is nothing but 'sound 

and fuxry' is echoed in Quentin's reference to the 'loud' 

world; and the phrase 'then is heard no more' is echoed in 

Quentin's statement that, if he and Caddy would commit in

cest, the world would then 'flee' th«n and the 'sound' of it 

'would be as though it had never been'" (p. 473). The meta

phor "'Life's but a walking shadow' . . . is exactly ren-

deired in Mr. Compson's statement that even 'victoary is an 

illusion'" (p. 475), and Quentin frequently refers to his 

own "'walking shadow'" (p. 473). 

Wariting about early influences on Faulkner, Richard 

p. Adams comments that the Shakespearean influence is "sub

stantial, particularly in connection with the 'To-morrow, 

•7 

Bowling, "Faulkner and the Theme of Innocence," 
p. 472. 
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and to-morrow' speech in Macbeth." Its influence if felt 

not only in the choice of the title The Sound and the Fury, 

Adams assearts, but also in maany other of Faulkner's stories, 

expressing as it does "Faulkner's feeling for the endless 

buarden of endurance that must be sustained if man, as the 

Nobel Speech predicts, will ultimately 'prevail'" (p. 122). 

It may be seen that the critics have found certain 

elements of the dramas of Shakespeare to be mythically in

fluential in the works of William Faulkner. In the same 

way, elements of the work of T. S. Eliot—particularly that 

of the image of the Waste Land—are also echoed in Faulkner's 

work. Faulkner and numerous other writers have utilized 

the Waste Land metaphor to symbolize the far-reaching in

tellectual, moral, and religious conditions in evidence in 
9 

the 1920's. Critics Lawrence Thompson, Barbara Caross, and 

Hyatt H. Waggoner have noticed in The Sound and the Fury 

mythic echoes from The Waste Land in Quentin's death by 

darowaHng. Miss Cross notes that the fish that Quentin 

watches in the water symbolize continuing life, acting "like 

the faragments of 'The Wasteland'"' invoking another world, 
„10 

agaiaiet which the poverty of Quentin's life is measured." 

o 
Bichard P. Adams, "Faulkner's Apprenticeship," 

Tuland Studies in English. XII (I962), p. 122. 
o 
^Thompson, William Faulkner, p. 44. 

Caross,'^e Patteam of Sacrifice," p. 16. 
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Waggoner calls The Sound and the Fury a "fictional counter-

paart of The Waste Land" and views Qunntin's world as the 

world of Eliot's "Sweeney Among the Nightingales."^"^ Both 

honor and the possibility of dishonor have evaporated from 

this world; there are no absolutes and no significant action. 

Quentin desires to sin in order "to test the possibility of 

holiness" (p. 48). He finds, however, that he has no capac

ity either for salvation or damnation; and he is unable to 

achieve aaiy human identity in terms which he considers valid. 

Waggoner feels that this conception of Quentin ovies scmie-

thing to Eliot. In Quentin "there is something of Parufrock, 

something of Gearontion, and something of Eliot's analysis 

of Baudelaire" (p. 49). Waggoner continues by statiaig that 

"Quentin is a Prufrock figure more than he is a Hamlet fig

ure" (p. 53)i he even uses the word "philoprogenitive" which 

Waggoner suspects Faulkner of having picked up from Eliot, 

dropping the suffix "poly" to make the word apply to one who 

has loved only Caddy. Waggoner also feels that Faulkner's 

conception of Benjy owes something to Eliot's lines fron 

"Rhapsody on a Windy Night": "Midnight shakes the memory/ 

As a madman shakes a dead geranium." It would not be too 

great a jump from this, says Waggoner, "to Benjy cherish^. 

Ing his memoaries and bawling as he shakes his narcissus or 

jimson weed" (p. 270). Further, as the words at the end of 

Ilwaggoner, William Faulkner, From Jefferson to the 
World, pp. 6o, 48. 
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The Waste Land that might lead the reader to salvation are 

fragmented and in an unknown torague, "the saving positive 

values, the ordering beliefs" (p. 59), are revealed in The 

Sound and the Fuary in the senseless bellowing of an idiot. 

Accordiafag to Robert Slabey, Light in August also 

reveals mythic overtones farom the work of Eliot. Slabey 

points out that the Waste Land imageary of the novel "sug

gests the aridity and imminent decay and decline of an 

'August' world," with most of the Impoartant events occurring 
12 

in late suimser or early autumn. Wheel symbols appear both 

in Light in August and in Eliot's The Waste Land, and in 

Light in August the unceasing movement of the wheel suggests 

"an unending process checkiixg and balancing destaruction with 

creation, death with birth, foolishness with wisdom, waste 

land with feartile land" (p. 347). Like The Waste Land, more

over. Light in August ends on a hopeful note with Lena per

sonifying "taranquility, the eteamal renewal of life, and 

the triumph of the puare in heaart'" (p. 349). Joanna Burden's 

sterility, both physical and emotional, contributes further 

to the image of the Waste Land, and, after the birth of 

Lena's child, Hightower laments the fact that Ja nna could 

not have lived to see "life and fertility return to the 

Waste Land" (p. 343) world of Light in /̂ ugust. Hightower's 

life is also meaningless; he expresses "a Prufrockian 

12. 
'Slabey, "Myth and Ritual in Light in August." p. 

344. 
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reluctance to meet the world directly" (p. 34l). 

Robert Slabey has also devoted his attention to the 

Waste land iaaagary in Absalom. Absalom!!^ In this aarticle 

Slabey notes that Faulkner's writing between I926 and 1936 

make up what is sometimes called his 'Vaste Land" phase. 

Slabey points out that there are maaiy conscious echoes of 

Eliot's poetary in Faulkner's works; for example, one sec

tion of Faulkner's "Collected Stories" is designated as 

"The Wasteland," and a chapter in Pylon is titled "The Love-

song of J. A. Parufarock." In many of Faulkner's other stories 

and novels, however, the debt to Eliot for individual de

tails, ideas, and symbols is less obvious. The entire atmos

phere of Absalom, Absalom! is "like that of a waste land-

filled with dust, heat, and decay" (p. I60), Slabney points 

out. As in Eliot's poem, man Is responsible for the desic

cation of the land. In the manner that Eliot's "Ash Wednes

day" contains reminiscences of Lenten liturgy, Faulkner's 

Absalom, Absalcan! includes symbolic pictures of the fall and 

the exile from the Garden. Tarylng to create an eaarthly 

paradise, Sutpen builds his plantation and implicates him

self and his descendants in the curse of slavery. Slabey 

continues by notiafig that the lack of puarposive action, 

either good or bad, is a contributing factor to the debase

ment of life in the Waste Land. Eliot's comment on 

^̂ Robeart Slabey, "Faulkner's 'Waste Land' Vision in 
Absalom, Absalom!," Mississippi Quaarterly, XIV (Summer, I96I), 
153-lbl. 
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Baudelaire ("'it is better . . . to do evil than to do noth

ing,'" p. 158) is echoed in Henary's thoughts Whisn he learns 

of Bon's decision to marry Judith (''Thank God, Thank God, 

not for the incest of course but because they were goiaig 

to do something,'" p. 158). However, the few characters in 

Absalom. Absalom! who do perfoarm meaaiiaigful actions bring 

violence, disaster, or suicide on themselves. In conclusion 

Slabey states that both Eliot and Faulkner have created 

literature that has universal significance; they have used 

the "'anythical method,' the rebirth archetype, and the psy

chic jouamey from despair to hope and faith" (p. 160) to 

express the fundamental problems of huiaan existence. Find

ing th«(Ei8elves in a world indifferent to spiritual and moral 

values, they searched for meaning, order, and spiritual 

aroots through their aart. 

Fareudian theories are also evident as a source of 

ideas and analogies in certain instances in Faulkner's works. 

Lawarance Thoaqpson suggests that Faulkner used Implications 

of Freudian theoaries whenever their usage "seemed suitable 

to literary needs, ""̂  paarticular ly in "the manner and mat-

tar of symbolic statements and symbolic actions" (p. I8) 

and in "tha uses of free association to enrich the viability 

of a veary old literary convention: the implyiiag of 

• If 

Thompson, William Faulkner, p. 83. Also refer to 
the quotation farom Thaapson In Introduction which gives his 
eacplanation of the manner in which recent sources may be 
taxisad myths. 
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analogies" (p. 21). TMs implyiaig of analogies between 

immadiata and ancient sets of actions is a technique which 

Thompson, in discussion of the matter, declares to be part 

of the mythic method; and at one point he specifically re

fers to Faulkner's handling of "what Freud referred to in 

his intearpretation of dreams as the relationship between 

•manifest' maaniaags and 'latent' meanings" as the use of 

Freudian myth (pp. 26-27). Another Freudian concept which, 

accordizig to Thompson, Faulkner seems to have adopted is 

that of predestination known as psychological determinism, 

which Faulkner substituted for the Calvinlstlc view of pre

destination. In The Sound and the Fuary Caddy, Benjy, and 

Dilsey dramatise the "positive significances of instinctive 

respoaises" (p. 49). 

In a discussion of Faulkner's relation to Fareud, 

Irving Malin also notes the element of psychological deter

minism that is present in Faulkner's work, as exemplified 

by Quantin Compaon's unconsciously calling the little Italian 

girl who follows him by the title of "Sister," thus repeat-

m g the relationship ha once had with Caddy. Quentin can

not help this sister-image, says Malin, because he is only 

"half ewara of things which are happening to him—he is re-
1.15 

peating his childhood . . . in a compulsive manner. 

Malin also discusses tha Oedipal relationship, with the 

^Malln, William Faulkner: An Interpretation, p. 

83. 
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amî iasis upon the struggle between the Ego and the Super

ego. Faulknerian characters like Joe Christmas, Quentin 

Compson, and Charles Bon represent the Ego: thay are alone 

in a tararifylng world, tryiaig to discover the real nature 

of thamsalves. They rebel agaixiat their fathers, the repre

sentatives of authority and the Super-ego who tary to impose 

rigid patteams of behavior upon these sons. The young men 

would like to submit to their fathers' authority and thus 

gain a measure of security, but at the same time they feel 

that their individuality is being crushed. Charles Bon 

tries to make himself into what he thinks Sutpen wants him 

to be, and Quantin Compson confesses to his father the in

cest he was never able to commit, both desiring sutenission 

to their fathers' authority. But in both cases the proposed 

eubmissivaness is unaccepted, and Quentin and Bon welcome 

death for punishment and peace. 

Malin continues the discussion by pointing out that 

the arepresentative of authority, the Super-ego figure, is 

perhaps the "character most frequently met in all of Faulk

ner's work" (p. 81). He influences not only the son, but 

also the daughter. Rosa Coldfield and Joanna Burden exem

plify tha type of woman who accepts the doctrines of her 

father and consequently becomes masculine. They find seacual 

outlets (in Freudian tearms this parocess is called "sublima

tion") in the affairs of men: war, social humanitarianism, 

concern with inflexible designs" (pp. 81-82). 
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Malin also notices the appearance of latent homo

sexuality, coafisidered a consequence of the Oedipal relation 

between son and father, in the relationships between Quen

tin Compson and Dalton Ames, Henacy Sutpen and Charles Bon, 

and Joe Christmas and Simon McEacheam. The Faiaknerian son, 

with ambivalent feelings toward the father-image, adopts a 

passive attitude toward the world. The relationship with 

another male (who is experienced, vlol«at, or sophisticated) 

is never totally satisfactoary, but the passivity of the son 

encouarages sexual attaraction to the father-surrogate (Freud 

would call this "transference," Malin points out). Fearful 

of yialdiaig to hidden desires, the son-figure eventually ex-

presse s hostility: Quentin tries to attack Dalton Amer; 

Christmas enjoys McEacheam's beatiaigs but later beats him 

at the dance hall; Henary Sutpen encourages Judith's relation

ship with Bon but later murders him. 

Ultimately, Malin feels that Faulkner did not neces

sarily adhere to Freudian doctrine but that the similarities 

between situations in Faulkner's books and Freudian theoaries 

often suggest the influence of Freud in Faulkner's work. 

The caritic who draws the most definite parallels be

tween Faulknearian plots and elements of Freudian theoary is 
16 

Caarvel Collins. Colliais refers to the parallel James Joyce 

^̂ caarval Colliafis, "The Interior Monologues of The 
flound and the Fuary." in Psychoanalysis and American Fiction. 
ear by I. Malin (H4W York:*̂  B. P. button and Co., Inc., 1$65), 

?p. 223-243. Published earlier in English Institute Esaays 
New York: Colimbia University Press, 1952), pp. 29-5t>. 
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had used in writiafig Ulysses, notes Faulkner's use of the 

speech from Macbeth in The Sound and the Fury, and then 

states that Faulkner used another parallel, that of a 

Freudian eacplanation of hiaman personality. Collins makes 

a strong statement of his belief: 

I submit that in writing The Sound and the Fury 
Faulkner carefully, consciously, and creatively 
drew much of the form and content of the three 
long interior monologues from Freudian theoary: 
The monologue of Benjamin the idiot he drew from 
Freud's concept of the Id, that of censorious 
Jason farom Freud's concept of the Ego, and that 
of censorious Jason from Freud's coneept of the 
Super-ego (p. 225). 

Collins presents evidence that Faulkner was familiar with 

Freud: in addition to any reading of Freudian texts Faulk

ner may have done, he was exposed to a great deal of talk 

about Fraud's theories in New Orleans in the 1920's as mem

bers of tlaa literary garoup to which Faulkner belonged have 

testified. 

Collins first discusses Beaijy es a reparesentative 

of the Id, that paart of the human personality that is first 

fomed. Quotiaig a Freudian disciple, Emest Jones, Colliais 

lists the characteristics which Freud attaributed to the Id. 

The unconscious aremains close to primaary instincts, "selfish, 

jealous, impulsive, aggressive, diarty, iiunodest, . . . ego-

eantric, . . . inconsiderate of the needs of others, and 

oisBindful of the complicated social and ethical standards" 

(pp. 228-229)* Banjy axamplifiee many of these chsracter-

ietics. He is selfish, thinking only of his own desires and 
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never performing any act for others. His jealousy and self-

ishnese ere shown In his bellowing when Caddy begins to 

grow away from him. He is impulsive and aggressive at 

times, notably when he encounters the school girl. He 

eliaiga to Caddy's dirty slipper, and he immodestly displays 

hie sexual mutilation. He is egocentric, inconsidearete of 

others, and he is unaware of social and ethical standards. 

Collins also describes further perallels with 

Freudian thaory found in tha first section of the novel. 

A main characteristic of Benjy's monologue is its demonstra

tion that Benjy has no sense of time, his mind jumping from 

memory to memory. This characteristic fits in with the 

Freudian concept that the Id has "'no relation whatever to 

the idea of time'" (p. 229). Benjy also exemplifies the Id-

like isolation farom reality and exceeding mobility, shifting 

quickly farom m«moary to memory, happiness to sadness. Ben

jy's reversion to childhood ia most of his memories and in 

all his personal characteristics except else paarallels the 

"'infantile character of the unconscious'" (p. 23>). Freud 

had written at length about "'primaary infant narcissism'" 

(p. 230); the flower which Benjy carries calls attention to 

his narcissism, which is evident in his thoughts and actions 

throughout the book. Benjy is shown to have special powers 

of logic and parcapticm: "'He know lot more than folks 

thinks'"I "•He smell what you tall him when he want to'" 

(p. 230); he senses that Caddy has been kissed for the first 
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time and that she has lost her virginity. Benjy's powers, 

in Collins's view, are reminiscent of phrases describing 

the Id as having "'a logic of its own, . . . of the emotions 

and not of the reason'" and having "'its own world of per

ception'" (p. 230). Freud had further written that "'Think

ing in pictures . . . Is a very incomplete foarm of becoming 

conscious . . . it approximates more closely to unconscious 

processes than does thinking in words'" (p. 231). As an 

eacample, Collins cites the passage from The Sound and the 

Fuary in which Benjy describes, in camera-like fashion. Miss 

Quentin's depaarture from the Compson house. 

"It came out of Quentin's window and climbed across 
into the tree. We watched the tree shaking. The 
shaking went down the tree, then it came out and 
we watched it go away across the grass" (p. 23I). 

Throughout The Sound and the Fuary Benjy is watched, controlled 

and confined; and the fence is often mentioned in his mono

logue. This confinement and restriction parallel the Freudian 

description of the Id as being constantly subject to confine

ment and restriction. Collins notes that Faulkner arranged 

the interior monologues of the Compson brothers in an order 

which follows Freud's eaqplanation of the development of per

sonality instead of arranging them in chronological order. 

The Ego is "between two of its 'masters,' Id and Super-ego," 

and in The Sound and the Fuary it serves "as a battleground 

for them" (p. 232). Collins next examines Jason's monologue 
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as representative of the Super-ego, that pert of the per

sonality that Inhibits instinct. Freud had described the 

Super-ego as the force that exercises censorship and limits 

satisfactions; it may be "energetic, severe even to cmelty, 

independent, in some ways aloof, yet conceamed about public 

opinion and gradually taking over the role of the parents, 

being that paart of the personality more closely associated 

with them" (p. 232). Jason, Collins assures the reader, 

eathibits these characteristics. Named for his father, he 

is associated with him in trying to keep Benjy restrained, 

and he is closer to his mother and his grandmother than 

the other children are. He takes over his parents' func

tions, steadily usuarplng his mother's authority after his 

father's death. Jason is Independent and aloof; even as a 

child he plays alone and refuses to accept Caddy's dele

gated authority. He is Interested in public opinion and 

represses members of the family who attract unfavorable 

attention. He wants Benjy kept out of sight, and he is 

furious with Miss Quentin for her lack of secrecy about her 

paromiscuity. Jason is caruel to his niece and to others; he 

represses freedom and pleasuare, spending enormous amounts 

of energy to do so. He attempts, as Collins points out, to 

keep Benjy constantly confined. The one Incident in which 

Benjy escapes the confining fence and frightens a schoolgirl 

results in "a punishment out of the Freudian textbook" (p. 

235) ̂ or Benjy—castration. Freud wrote that "'castration 
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is probably the kernel around which the subsequent fear of 

conscience has gathered'" (p. 235). Jason wishes to keep 

Benjy confined, just as the Super-ego "stands as censor at 

the portal between unconscious and conscious to prevent 

the Id or the unconscious from passing through to achieve 

its desires" (p. 235). 

Characterization of Quentin Compson, Collins believes, 

was influenced by Freud's conception of the Ego. Unlike the 

Id, the Ego "'arranges the processes of the mind in a tem

poral order'" (p. 236). Benjy, the Id, has no awareness of 

time while Quentin, the Ego, is obsessed by it. Quentin's 

monologue begins with the statement that night has ended and 

now Quentin is "'in time again'" (p. 236). Freud had writ

ten, "'The instincts in the id press for Immediate satisfac

tion, . . . and . . . either fail of achievement or actually 

do damage. It is the ego's task to avert these mishaps, to 

mediate between the pretensions of the id and the pretensions 

of the outer world'" (p. 236). Also, the Ego must obey the 

imperatives of the Super-ego. Therefore, demands are made 

on the Ego from three sources, the exteamal world, the Id, 

and the Super-ego. Collins sees Quentin as based on these 

psychological concepts: "like Benjamin he wants his sister, 

like Jason he rejects that desire, and like a weak Ego he 

is unable to cope with this conflict" (p. 236). 

As the Ego disguises the Id's conflicts with reality, 

Quentin disguises his conceam over his desire for his sister 
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with a pessimistic philosophy. Quentin tries to reconcile 

his conflict between desire and contarol; but as Fraud had 

pointed out that the Super-ego "'often enough succeeds in 

driving the ego into death'" (p, 239), the conflict between 

the lanjamin-lika hunger for Caddy and the Jason-like re

pression of it eventually proves to be too much for Quentin. 

He assumes the punishing function of the Super-ego and de

termines to kill himself. Freud described the Ego £s often 

weak and unwilling to act; Quentin is weak in action, faint

ing whan he comes in contact with Dalton Ames. Only when 

the pressures mount after Caddy's wedding is Quentin able 

to bring hin«elf to go throu^ with the suicide. 

According to this staructural system, Collins con

tinues, all three of the sons are, in a sense, paart of one 

personality. Candace does not liave a monologue, a fact 

tliat is consistent with Collins's statement that her char

acterisation and actions bear a stariking similarity to 

Freud's descaription of the developing Libido; arather, she 

is tha center of attention for the monologues of all three 

barothers and thus "contaributes her share in making of the 

four Compson childaren one symbolic persoaiality" (p. 24o). 

The three barothers are obsessed with their sister in ways 

that "differ farom each other in complete accord with the 

Fareudian topogarai^ical chart of the divisions of person

ality" (p. 241). Id-like, Benjy wants Caddy. Quentin wants 

Caddy but punishes himself for wanting her. He cannot cope 
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with the conflict as a normally starong Ego might because 

his paarents have failed to parovide the necessary psycho

logical suppoart. Quantin seeks punishment from his father 

when ha claims to have committed incest̂  with Caddy; but be

cause his father will not even give the support of punish

ment, he must punish himself. Jason, the Super-ego, 

opposes Beaijy, Caddy and Miss Quentin, but his opposition 

becomes freaizy. 

The ttnel chapter of The Sound and the Fury, Dilsey's 

section, paresents the picture of Dilsey and Benjy in church. 

Collins feels that Dilsey's ability to love Benjy fumlshes 

a further parallel with a Freudian explanation, that of 

the "maternal 'life areaction' as eacpressively symbolized by 

tha Madonna and Child . . . the complete fulfillment . . . 

is to love, to be loved, to give birth to children and to 

nouarish and ehaarish them" (p. 242). Collins finds a final 

parallel with Freudian theory in the concluding scene In 

tha novel. Jason, furious at Luster and Benjy, acts in ac-

coard with Freud's concept of the "Super-ego as censor at 

the portal" (p. 242) when he instructs Luster never to 

"•cross that gate'" with Benjy again (p. 242). When the 

carriage begins to move, Benjy stops his bellowing in

stantly. Id-like in the mobility of his moods. 

A fouarth modeam myth noted by critics in Faulkner's 

novel is the Gothic myth, which has been cited chiefly in 

Absalom, Absalom! As larviaig Howe points out, Absalom, 
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Absalom! is not itself a Gothic novel, but it does "employ 

Gothic propeartles and atmospheres: the fearful doomed 

mansion, the 'shadowy miasmic region,' the driven and de-

rooafiic hero, the melancholy victims of this hearo's diabolism, 

17 
the oveartones of vice and decadence." The relation of 

Sutpen, the demon, to his wife, the butterfly, is also un

mistakably Gothic. Edgar Whan notes these same Gothic prop-
18 

erties in "Absalom, Absalan! as Gothic Myth" and further 

analyzes the mythic quality of the Gothic devices. The sym

bols in Absalom^ Absalqa!, Whan says, come both farom South

eam legend and from the Gothic novel foarm, thus giving the 

novel both sociological meaning (the Southern symbols) and 

philosophical meanings (Gothic myth). Thomas Sutpen, Ellen 

Sutpen, Rosa Coldfield, Jim Bond, and Clytie are sociologi

cal symbols in the story of the fall of a civilization, but 

the mythic meaning of the novel is essentially Gothic, says 

Whan. "It is the meaning of the Gothic world as it is 

created through the methodology of the early nineteenth 

century Gothic novelists" (p. 193). But Gothic meaning is 

not enough to establish a novel as Gothic myth. Whan con

tinues . 

'̂?'Howe, William Faulkner: A Critical Study, p. 54. 

-̂ Êdgar Whan, "Absalom, Absalom! as Gothic Hvth." 
^rspective. III (Autumn, 1950;, i^^-^6i. 
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A Gothic myth must be one whose staructure, ritual, 
and symbols are drawn from the conventional devices 
of the Gothic novel so that the meaning . . .has 
the formal oveartones of the horrible, mysterious, 
and sensational of the Gothic. A myth about a man 
who goes to his aruln when he dares to defy the 
blind forces of fate, is tragedy, but when this 
matter becomes projected throu^ a Gothic lens, it 
becOTies Gothic myth. Absalom, AbsalCTtI is . . . 
such a Gothic myth, an<4 consequently the meaning 
of this work cannot really be grasped until it has 
been studied in relation to the genre of the Gothic 
novel (p. 194). 

By the middle of the nineteenth centuary. Whan points 

out, the Gothic novel had come to be characterized by cer

tain stock situations and characters that were familiar and 

recognizable. At this point elements of the Gothic could 

be aoanipulated as mythic symbols because they had become un-

obstrusive in themselves. They could be utilized In the 

works of other writers, then, to give a Gothic aura or over

tone which would add to the final meaning of the works. In 

Absalom, Absalom! the house at Sutpen's Hundred echoes the 

Gothic device of the ruined castle. It is the symbol of 

Sutpen and his design, and the house carumbles with the de

sign. In the end, it buams, as Gothic castles in other 

novela have also been consumed by flame. Sutpen's Hundred 

gains most of its effect from the persoamlity of the Gothic 

villain who dominates it. Like his prototypes from the 

early niaiateenth centuary, Sutpen is a dSHni-god from another 

world, and the arules of this world do not seem to apply to 

him. Like a pagan god, he maafiipulates the destiny of his 
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wife, his aarehitact, and his slaves. Sutpen is the "de

mon, " and his wife Ellen is the "butterfly" of the Gothic 

pursued-pursuer patteam. Ellen is the sheltered, fragile 

and viargiawil woman, weak and virtuous, whose undesearved 

danger provides a "powerful stimulus for sentimental hor

ror" (p. 197). 

Other Gothic elements which Whan lists include the 

"constant fllarting with miscegenation. Incest, murder, and 

the use of the mystearious foareigner Bon, the simple Gothic 

hearo Henary, the 'ghosts' of the South, and the wild Sutpen 

negroes who . . . give the book an undercurrent of the 

strange and fearful" (p. 197). These Gothic devices, hav

ing been "blunted" or "muted" by time, become symbols able 

to give the Sutpen stoary "the subtle influence, or formal 

overtone, of the Gothic" (p. 197). Absalom, Absalam! is 

couched in Gothic ritual, concludes Whan. 

The narratives discussed here—Shakespearean, Waste 

Land, Freudian, and Gothic—are not the only possible ones 

that can be classified as modem myths that are to be found 

in Faulkner's works. For eacample, one critic has alluded to 

the Faustus myth in areference to both Joe Christmas and 

IQ 
Thomas Sutpen, ̂  and pearhaps a case could even be made for 

the inclusicm of existentialism in a discussion of arecent 

myths utilized by Faulkaiar, But these four are the modem 

^^agjonar, William Faulkner. Farom Jefferson to the 
World, pp. 116, 166. 
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mythic influences on Faulkner's writing that have been uti-

lized most often by the critics. 



CHAPTER IV 

One of the major sources utilized by William 

Faulkner in his fiction is the story of the South, which 

he himself, in his own time, has elevated to the rank of 

myth. In this respect Faulkner may be considered a mytho-

poeie writer, a writer who, lacking an acceptable body of 

mythic material to give order to his imaginative restate

ment of eacperience, creates a myth to searve the sane func

tion. 

In elevating the stoary of the South to the rank of 

myth, Faulkner has used it ae a motivatiaig force for many 

of his characters. Moreover, in its mythic function, it 

gives meaning to existence and to death and creates recog

nizable archetypes. Thus, certain characters in Faulkner's 

novels and stories act similarly and have similar motiva

tions and feelings, even though the circumstances of their 

actions differ. These similarities are fundamental and 

arecognizable, just as the archetypal images of the old myths 

are fundamental and recognizable. The result is that, ac

cording to Lawrence Thompson's definition of a myth, the 

idea of the Old South assumes a mythical quality, in the 

parocess illuminatlaig generally accepted t>ellefs of causes 

aaid consaquencee (the causes and consequences of the Civil 

War), oarigins and destinies (the origiaui and destinies of 

those people dedicated to the myth of the South itself), 

95 
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and the hoaior and betrayal of human Ideals by human actions 

(the ideals of the old-line noble Southeamers as betrayed 

by th«nselves after their nobility has been weakened by 

elements of modeam society and by others who do not ppssess 

the traditional morality and nobility). 

In Faulkner's work it is the memoary of the Old South 

itself that occupies the minds of certain characters. To 

them, life in the Old South represents all that is noble, 

moral, admiarable, and desirable. Consequently, their devo

tion to the ante-bellum South will not permit them to live 

effectively in the post-bellum world. They exist, but they 

do not understand their position in the modeam world. The 

forces at work in the new South prohibit them fron llviaig 

by the foarmerly accepted moral code, a code they had ac

cepted unquestionlngly, and a code that embraces courage, 

honor, paride, pity, and love of justice and liberty. Since 

tha code which these old-line Southeamers have held dear is 

no longer in effect, those who adhere to it suffer a decline 

in community stature, in self-confidence, and in the general 

importance of their place in the South. Whatever is left 

of the nobility of these former Southern gentlemen becomes 

meanlaiglees when it comes face to face with life in the 

modeam South. 

The first caritic to point out the mythic qualities 

of the Southeam stoary was George Maarion O'Donnell, in 1931", 
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in his article "Faulkner's Jtythology.'̂ '̂  In this study 

O'Dcmnell calls Faulkner's novels a "series of related 

myths (or aspects of a single myth) built around the con

flict between traditionalism and the antitraditional modeam 

world" (p. 83). T^e principle which gives Faulkner's work 

uafilty and the significance of great myth, he suggests, is 

the Southern soclal-econcsalc-ethlcal tradition. Faulkner 

is a traditional man In a modeam South; he is naturally con

cerned with the conflict between traditional and the antl-

traditlonal forces which he views. O'Donnell sees all of 

Faulkner's characters as either Sartorlses or Snopeses, the 

mytholc^ical representation of tradition (Saartoaris) vs. the 

modeam antitradltlon (Snopes) in a uaiiversal conflict. The 

taraditlonalism of the Sartorlses (whatever the family aiame 

may be in a paarticular novel) is evident in their ethically 

aresponsible actions, their moirality, their humanism. In 

contrast, farom the Sartoaris point of view—a point of view 

which the Snopeses, incidentally, do not recognize—the 

Snopeses are totally iimnoral. They act only for self-

interest and arecognize no ethical duty. In contrast to the 

moarality and humanism of the Sartorlses, they represent nat-

uarallsm or aaiimalism. Faulkner has dramatized the conflict 

^ o r g e Marion O'Donnell, "Faulkner's Mythology," 
in Williem Faulkner: Three Decades of Criticism, ed. by 
Farederlck ̂ . Hofftoan and Olga vickeary (Bast Lansing: 
Michigan State Tfaiversity Press, i960), pp. 82-93. Re-
parintad farom Kenyon Review. I (Suaaar, 1939), 285-99. 
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in tems of his own tradition, the Southem historical 

tradition. 

Not only, O'Doainell continues, has the Snopes in-

flueaice opposed the Saartorises; it has weakened them In

ternally, making them self-conscious and psychologically 

toartured. The most representative characters of the Sar

toaris world are "warped intemally by the psychological ef

fects of the Snopes world" (p. 84). Whatever is left of 

the noble instincts of characters such es Quentin Compson 

becomes meaniiagless and ends in self-destaruction. In The 

Sound and the Fury Quentin is the sole representative of 

the Saartoris world. The other members of his family have 

in one way or another succumbed to the Snopes world—like 

Jason—or else have "darugs to isolate th«n farom it—Mr. 

Compson his fragments of philosophy. Uncle Maury his liquor, 

Mrs, Compson her areligion and her invalidism, Benjy his 

idiocy" (p. 85). Quentin^s traditionalism, his devotion to 

tha old coda of hoaior, however, lacks the necessary vital

ity to make it worthwhile; it is too formalized and aroman-

tlcized. He tries to "traaisform meaningless degeneracy 

into significant doom" (p. 86) by telling his father that 

he has committed incest with Caddy. His noble intentions, 

however, are useless; after his failure to make Caddy's 

common parcH&iscuity (her "yielding to the emorality of the 

Snopes world," p. 85) into a significant, Sartoris sin, 

Quantin escapes farom his disillusionment by taking his own 

life. 
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Faulkner's other works, according to O'Donnell, 

can alao be discussed in terms of the Sartoris-Snopes con

flict. In Light in August, for example, the clergyman, 

Gail Hightower, is the representative of traditionalism 

as is the simple-hearted Byiron Bunch to a ceartain extent. 

Joe Oiristmas, the mulatto, and Lucas Buarch, the seducer 

of h&ne. Garove, are Snopes or antltradttional characters. 

Succeeding critics have often quoted O'Doainell's 

impoartant initial aarticle, adapting his intearpretation and 

fuarther elaboratiasg upon the Southeam myth. One of these, 

Malcolm Cowley, is a critic who contaributed greatly to a 

Faulkner revival when he pbblished the Vikiaig Portable 

Faulkner in 1946, a time when Faulkner's books were almost 

entirely out of print. The intaroduction to the Poartable 

Faulkner contains Cowley's own description of the Southeam 
p 

asyth, which seems to be a veary effective statement of it. 

Faulknar has, Comley says, allowed ceartain incidents in his 

stoaries to reparesent the foarces and elements in the Southeam 

social situation. The parallelism between the fictional in

cidents aaad the forces and elements they arepresent can be 

found to such an eactent in the whole framework of Faulkner's 

novela that his work becomes in effect a myth or legend of 

the South. It may be called myth or legend, according to 

^Malcolm Cowley, "Introduction" to The Portabla 
Faulkaiar (New York: The Viking Press, 1946), pp. 1-24. 
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Cowley, because it was obviously not Intended as a historl 

cal account of the South aaiy more than The Scarlet Letter 

was intended to be a histoary of Massachusetts. Neither 

was it the plantation legend of earlier aromantlc novels, 

since Faulkner's emphasis is entirely upon the moral as

pects of the old order rather than upon the matearial as

pects of it. According to Cowley, the legend found in 

Faulkner's works may be stated as follows: 

The Deep South was settled paartly by aaristocrats 
like the Saartoris clan and paartly by new men like 
Colonel Sutpen. Both types of planters were de
tearmined to establish a lasting social order on 
the land they had seized from the Indians (that Is, 
to leave sons behind them). They had the virtue 
of living single-mindedly by a fixed code; but 
theare was also an Inherent guilt in their "design," 
their way of life; it was slaveary that put a curse 
on the land and barought about the Civil War. 

After the War was lost, paartly as a result of 
their own mad heroism (for who else but men as 
brave as Jackson and Stuaart could have frightened 
the Yankees into standing together and fighting 
back?) they tried to arestoare "the design" by other 
methods. But they no longer had the strength to 
achieve more than a paartial success, even after 
they had freed their land from the carpetbaggers 
^ o followed the Northeam aarmies. As time passed, 
moreover, the men of the old order found that they 
had Southeam enemies too: they had to fight 
against a new exploiting class descended from the 
landless whites of slaveary days. In this starug
gle between the clan of Saartoris and the unscarupu-
lous tribe of Snopes, the Sartorlses were defeated 
in advance by a traditional code that kept than 
from uaia!ag the weapons of the enemy. As a parice 
of victoary, however, the Snopeses had to searve the 
mechanized civilization of the North, which was 
morally impotent in itself, but which, with the 
aid of its Southem aretainers, ended by coararupt-
ing the Southeam nation (p. 435). 
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Notice that Cowley echoes O'Donnell's idea of the 

staruggle between the Saartoarises and the Snopeses as an es

sential part of the legend; but he goes even further and 

offers as a reason for the failure of the Sartorlses, the 

curse of slaveary. The land is cursed, and the Civil War 

and reconstruction are mearited punishments for the land

owners' sin of treatiaig human beings as Instruments. In 

Absalcafly Absalom!, for example, Charles Bon takes revenge 

on his father for arefuslng to arecogafiize him as his son; 

this arevenge along with the Civil War is Sutpen's mearited 

punishment for his heart las sness, for treating people as 

thiaigs. This uaiacknowledged son; Sutpen's great design; 

the land Sutpen stole farom the Indians; the French aarchl-

tect who built the house with the help of the wild Negroes; 

the woman of mixed blood whan he married and disowned; the 

poor white whom he wronged and who killed liim in aaiger; the 

final destaruction of the mansion like the "downfall of a 

social order"—all these become a part of a "tragic fable 

of Southem history" (p. 435). 

Further, accordiaig to Cowley, Faulkner continues 

the legend into the paresent day moral confusion and social 

decay of the South. His chaaracters aare almost always de

feated by circumstances; and seeing little hope in the fu

ture, they rely on the past to lend dignity to their world. 

Reverend Gail Hightower of Light in August, for example, 

escapes his mined life by means of a vision of Confederate 
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troops, wild bugles, clashing sabares, and thundering 

**®*"^*' ^ the Sound and the Fuary Mr. Compson drugs him

self w i ^ alcohol ind eloquence, whereas Mrs. Compson are-

tiaras into tha illusion of being an "inviolable Southem 

lady" (p. 44o). Faulkner, Cowley concludes, has played a 

leading paart in the Southeam aranaissance by supplying a 

mytholc^sy of tha Southem nation, from its beginning in the 

early iSSO's to ^ e present day. 

Aaiother critic, Walter Sullivan, writing in the 

October, 1^1, issue of South Atlantic Quarterly, consid

ers tha individual themes of Faulkner's novels, such as the 

disintegration of the family, the arise of matearialism, and 

tha clash of tradition and parogaress, as unified by the 

larger myth of tha South, c^itearing their relationship in 

the problem of main's oariginal failure to choose effectively 
-a 

between good and evil,*^ Sullivan agrees with Malcolm Cowley 

that the destruction of the Compson and Sutpen families is 

due to a common cause, "the iafihearent guilt" (p. 559)j but 

takes issue with him over his statement that tha "curse on 

tha land" (p. 559) is slaveary. Sullivan contoids that 

slavery is merely "an outgrowth of Faulkner's more funda

mental and aataphysieal eoncaption of a crime against the 

nature of things" (-p. 559). The actual sin is the 

Salter Sullivan, "The Taragic Design of Absalom, 
AbsalomK" South Atlantic Quarterly, L (October, 1951)* 552-
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exploitation of tha land for individual gain. Slaves are 

a source of sin ("a paart of eveary successful sinner's equip

ment," p. 559), but they are hardly the original source of 

sin. The Snopes and Snopesism are further results of the 

same moaral degeneration that brought about the greedy ex

ploitation of the land. 

Sullivan cites the stoary of Thomas Sutpen as an 

eacample of Southem ambition, execution, success, guilt, 

doom, and destaruction in one novel, Sutpen's life is com

pletely ruled by his adherence to the Southeam code, and 

his dynasty shows a "microcosmic manifestation of Faulkner's 

mythical Southeam world" (p. 56I). Sutpen is then a parime 

example of Sullivan's contention that the cardinal sin, the 

sin that has cursed the land, ie the avaricious attitude of 

man that causes him to violate the land in order to garatify 

his individual ego. 

larving Howe is another critic who explores Faulk

ner's use of the Southeam myth. In "Southeam Myth and 

William Faulkner" Howe says that the Southeam myth, like 

any other myth, is a stoary that expresses the deepest atti

tudes and araflects the most fundamental experiences of a 

people. Howe, however, emphasizes an aspect of the myth 

^Irving Howe, "Southeam Myth and William Faulkner," 
American Quarterly, III (1952), 360-62. Also in his book, 
Viniam gaulkner: _A Critical Study (New York: Random 
riouse, i^2), pp. 2i-53. 
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quite different from those which have engaged the atten

tion of paravious critics; for, whereas others liave em

phasized the taradition-antitradltion conflict, Howe sees 

the main subject of the myth as the fate of a ruined home

land. He states his view of the mjrth as follows: 

T^e homeland . . . had paroudly insisted that it alone 
should detearmine its destiny; parovoked into a war im
possible to win, it had nevertheless fought to its 
last streaigth; and it had fought this war with a 
reckless gallantary and a superb hearoism that, as 
Faulkner might say, made of its defeat not a shame 
but almost a vindication. But the homeland fell, 
and farom this fall came miseary and squalor: the 
aravagiaig by the conquerors, the loss of faith among 
the descendants of the defeated, and the rise of a 
new breed of faceless men who would batten on their 
neighbors' humiliation. 

Farom these stories there follows that pride in 
ancestral gloary and that mouamlng over the decline 
of the hc»!ieland which comprise the psychology of 
the "lost cause" (p. 36o). 

It is not necessaary, continues Howe, to question 

the Justness of the cause for which the South fought or the 

historical validity of the myth; we can still see its power

fully imaginative uses as a voicing of the collective im

agination. Howe maintains that Faulkner has explored the 

Southeam myth in his works; he has investigated the myth 

and the aralation between Southem taradition and the memoary 

of slaveary; he has tested the present by the past, the past 

by the myth, and the myth by the morality that has emerged 

in his exploration. Howe concludes that the testing of the 

layth is basic to the Yoknapatawpha stories. Thus he gives 
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added iafuight into Faulkner's use of Southem asyth. 

Another caritic, Richard P. Adams, notes that the 

histoary in Faulkner's works is there not for Its own sake 

"but for the sake of an esthetic aresult." Faulkner con-

vaarts the histoary in his fiction into myth; according to 

Adams, he "arrests the paresent moment" and "expands it with 

tha heaviest possible freight of implication from the past 

and for the future," thus giving "the contemplated norent 

a kind of tanqpoaral universality" (p. 132). Adams believes 

that Faulkner wants to establish a definiticHn of life as 

motion in his works. Whatever is to live must chaaige; good 

is "what moves, what changes, what lives"; evil is "what 

is passive, what fails or arefuses to change, what obstaructs 

change, irtiat is dead" (p. 134). In The Sound and the Fuary 

the Cos^son femily is destroyed by the inability of its 

members to chaaige or develop. Benjy, the idiot, does not 

change; he cannot distinguish between past or present, and 

ha has no awaareness of a future. Quentin taries to escape 

f2*om the chaaiges time barings, and ultiaaately he does escape 

by coamittlafig suicide. Jason as the slave of his mechaaii-

cal eenoapt of time falls to develop in aaiy vital way. As 

a parostituta, Caddy sells her life for money, which is in 

Itself lifeless and meaningless. Dilsey, unlike the Compsoni 

^Richard P. Adams, "Faulkner and the Myth of the 
South," Mississippi Quarterly, XIV (Summer, I96I), 131. 
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is alive; she is always dolaig something. The Compson fam

ily, like the South as a whole, has refused to grow, to 

develop, to change. Because of this refusal, the Compson 

family disintegrates just as the Southem old order has 

disintegrated. The old order, good or bad, is past; the 

paresent is all we have now, and the future lies before us 

for us to create. Since life is motion, aaiy static order, 

without the power of changing, falls. 

As a fuarther example of the falling of a static or

der, Adams cites the stoary of Thomas Sutpen in Absalom, 

Absalom!, "in whose career . . . the histoary of the South 

is epitomized" (p. 135). Sutpen's "design" to found an 

aaristocratic dynasty is wrecked by the Civil War and Recon-

staruction and by Sutpen's arefusal to acknowledge his paart-

Negaro son by a previous marariaga. It is inevitable that 

Sutpen's design should fail since Sutpen tries to establish 

something permanent, "to set up a bulwark against change" 

(p. 136). Because life is motion, change must come not 

only to Thixaas Sutpen but also to the entire South. 

In conclusion, Adams states that the esthetic aim 

of Faulkner's works is "to focus contemplative attention 

on the immediate, concarete quality of life-as-motion" (p. 

136). In pursuiaig this aim, Faulkner works in the medium 

of Southeam histoary, concentaratlng it into the myth or 

legend of Yoknapatawpha County. 
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In addition to the preceding interpretation of 

Absalom, Absalom! as Southeam myth is Use Dusolr Lind's 

explanation in "The Design and Meaning of Absalom, 

Absalom! Lind views the Sutpen tragedy as the means 

of convayiaig the larger social tragedy of the South and 

draws analogies to suppoart her point, such as Sutpen's 

denial of his part-Negaro son. In this instance fratricide 

results. T^e Civil War, too, is a fratricidal conflict 

caused by the denial of the Negro. Again, Sutpen's sin, 

his failuare of humanity, is on an individual basis equiva

lent to the sin of the plantation culture, its failure to 

accept the barotherhood of all maaikind. As the biggest 

single plantation holder in the countary, Sutpen iŝ  in ef

fect, the very Incaamation of the Old South. 

Douglas T. Miller In "Faulkner and the Civil War: 

Hyth and Reality" examines the way Faulkner uses the South's 

most significant staruggle as both myth and reality. The 

reality of the Civil War becomes distorted into myth and 

thus incapacitates some of Faulkner's characters from 

meaningful actions. Miller echoes O'Donnell's and Cowley's 

stataaents in saying that Faulkner is praising a moral or

der, a code of personal dignity, courage, honor, and in

tegrity. This code has been undermined by the Civil War 

^ n d , "The Design and Meaning of Absalom, Absalom!, 
pp. 278-304. 

"̂ Douglas T. Miller, "Faulkner and the Blvil War: 
Hyth and Reality," American Quarterly, XV (Suamner, 1963), 
200-209. 
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and the Noartheam caarpetbaggers and Southeam scalawags 

that followed it. Yet, although the values of the old 

oarder are preserved by the descendants of the planter class 

and some backwoods faarmers, it is no loaiger a vital force 

since it lacks the sanction of the entire community. For 

maaiy of the adherents to the code, the Civil War has been 

romanticized into myi:h, a fact which prevents them irou 

acting puarposefully in the modeam world. The defeat of 

the Confederacy has glorified the traditional code and 

fixed it into the "myth of the 'lost cause'" (p. 206). 

Faulkner's romanticized stories of the Civil V/ar, 

an integral paart of the Southeam myth, seem to follow a 

fairly stereotyped pattern, A Confederate soldier, who is 

usually a cavala-y officer of good family, is portrayed as 

a Cavalier gentlCTian, fiî tiaig with reckless heroism and 

gallantary that "make even defeat a vindication" (p. 201). 

The Noartheam troops are representatives of a coarser ma

tearial civilization which triumphs over the South, thus 

absolving the South of any guilt and elevating its kiaigdom 

to the stature of a "lost cause" (p. 201). In these rtotles 

reality is always distorted into myth. For some characters 

like Reverend Gail Hightower in Light in August, the war 

represents all that is noble and courageous in the old or

der. Unfortunately, however, these characters romanticize 

the Civil War staruggle to the eactent that it incapacitates 

them from meaaiingful action in the postwar world. The 
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Reverend Mr. Hightower obsessively believes that his dead 

grandfather had been shot frcMn the saddle In a raid to 

destroy Grant's supplies in Jefferson. So absorbed is 

Hightower by his vision of "'those phantoms who loomed 

heroic and tr^aiendous against a background of thunder and 

smoke and tom flags'" (p, 204) that he Is Incapable of any 

useful action. 

Miller says fuarther that beneath "a somewhat stereo

typed paresentatlon of the Southem myth" (p. 207), Faulkner 

eacamlnes the moral code of the old order and passes a judg

ment on the validity of Southem myth. In this way Faulk

ner shows himself to be a moralist wanting about the region 

he knows best and of the event that most affected that re

gion; he thus establishes a firm basis for a significant 

examination of man in general. 

In a relatively recent examination of Faulkner's 

mythology, "William Faulkner's South: Three Degrees of 

Hyth," R. A. Ranald contributes greatly to the body of mythic 

criticism of Faulkner's works by his thoarough examination of 

tharee degaraas of functions of myth available to Faulkner. 

According to Ranald, Faulkner created a mythos, a complex 

of myths, with a much wider frame of reference than the 

South or America. Faulkner's South stands for the condition 

Q 

^Ranald, "William Faulkner's South: Three Degrees 
of Myth," 329-338. 
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of twentleth-centuary Westeam Man in a world only half-

understood. The first degree of Ranald's three-fold mythi

cal function renders reality desirable although it entails 

a distoartion of reality. Ranald does not believe that 

Faulkner ever accepted this degree of myth in his works, 

irtiich would be the assertion that slaveary was not so bad; 

that there were intangible ties between the slave and mas

ter that made slaveary worthwhile. The myth of the second 

degree Intends to render reality intelligible in the face 

of apparent iraratlonallty, and the myth of the third de

gree att«apts to render reality bearable in the face of ap

parent horaror. 

Raaiald believes that Faulkner worked primarily with 

the second and third degree myths. The myth of the second 

degaree is found In the stoary of the Old South. The South

eam aristocrats are the most significant characters in the 

second degaree of myth, the atteapt to render intelligible 

the aondition of the South and modeam man. In Ranald's 

view the impoartant question posed and answeared in the 

YoknapatawiOia cycle is as follows: '*Why have the aristo

cratic families, who «abodled what was basically good in 

the Southem tradition, deteriorated?" (p. 332) On the 

archetypal level the question ultimately becomes "Why does 

Man suffer and die?" (p. 333) Ranald's answer to these 

questions is his second degree of myth, and it is the myth 

of the Old South as stated by previous critics. The aria-
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tocaratic families, such as the Compsons in The Soimd ttnd 

the Fuary and the Sutpens in Absalom. Absalom!, live by a 

code, but they incur the penalty of a curse for buying 

l^eir land farom the Indiaaie for much less than it is really 

woarth and for baringiaig Negaro slaveary in and ultimately caus

ing the Civil War. After the war the aristocratic ethic 

has-been shatteared, and the Snopes family begins to take 

over. They, and the few aaristocrats such as Jason Compson 

who adopt the amorality of the Snopes family, supplant the 

aristocrats and exist on a subhuman level. Ranald points 

out that the aaristocrats themselves had a paart in their own 

defeat. Thus Ranald shows that the story of the aristocrats 

of Yoknapatawpha County explains the apparently irarational 

state of things. Hiis explanation, Ranald concludes, is 

one aim of Faulkner's writing and one source of his gareat-

ness. 

The myth of the Old South recurs farom place to place 

in Faulkner's works, and in addition to the three novela 

with which we are especially conceamed the myth of the Old 

South is quite starong in Saartoris, published in 1929. The 

Sartoris family name has been adopted to indicate the aris

tocratic family type in Faulkner criticism as we have seen 

in the preceding discussion. Like the Compsons, the Sar-

toriaas are descended from Southem aristocracy, but with 

the changes wrought in the South by the Civil War and Re

construction tha Sartoris family has fallen into a decline. 
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Young Bayard Sartoris has difficulty adjusting to the mod

e m South because he is in some ways still devoted to the 

aristocaratic code of honor. The rcMnantlclzed stories of 

the Civil War have left him unprepared for the harsh reality 

of World War I, when he finds out that war is not as roman

tic and glorious as he has been led to believe. Young 

Bayard resembles Quentin Compson in the fact that his tra

ditionalism, his devotion to the code of honor, being no 

longer vital, maaiifests itself in self-destruction. 

In The Sound and the Fury the Compson family acts 

as a micarocosm of the South. According to the standards 

of the critics quoted previously, the Compsons' decline 

mirrors the myth of the South's decline. Because the fam

ily founder has parocured his lands unjustly farom the In

dians, and because Negaro slave labor is used to woark the 

land, there is a curse on the land. This same curse is on 

the land of Thomas Sutpen in Absalom, Absalom! the only 

difference being that Sutpen is a relative latec(xner to 

the business of founding a dynasty through becoming a great 

landowner. His lands too are gotten from the Indians at an 

ua!ifair price; he too uses slave labor in working his lands; 

and he too must face the punishment of the Civil War. Be

cause the Sutpen and Compson families cannot chaaige with 

the South after the Civil War, they are doomed. They cannot 

cope with the Snopesian elements of the modeam South, and 

the memoary of life as it used to be becomes their "lost 

cause." 
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The glorification of the ante-bellum South and the 

Civil War so occupies the minds of characters like Gail 

Hi^tower in Light in Au{3;ust that they are ineffectual in 

their lives in the modeam South. The stories of the brav-

eary of Confederate soldiers and the memory of the gracious-

ness of ante-bellum life completely Incapacitate these char

acters from meaningful action. 

Ciritlcal disagreements conceaming the component 

paarts of the myth of the South presented by the numerous 

writers discussed above are of less impoartance than the 

fact that each has noted Faulkner's mythopoelc function in 

his conversion of Southeam history into myth. As a myth-

maker, Faulkner's achievement has been notable, for, as 

John L, Loafigley has said, '̂It may be that in the conjunc

tion of Faulkner and the South we have seen the last pos

sible opportunity of a myth and a man £ble to write about 

«9 
it. . . , The South, as a body of myths, is dying." 

^Longley, The Taragic Mask: A Study of Faulkner's 
Heroes, p. 2 ^ . 
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Farom the foaregoing discussion. It may be seen that 

an aawilysis of Faulkner's use of myth Is a valid and valu

able approach to the study of his fiction. In the three 

novels eacamined, ceartain chaaracters and situations take on 

extended aeaniaigs when viewed in the light of pertinent 

mythic patterns; and although the reader can derive enjoy-

a«it from Faulkner's works without being aware of the mythic 

parallels, more sophisticated areaders will receive addltlona 

aesthetic wajoyment when they a^allze the parallels them

selves or i^en the paarallels are pointed out to them by the 

critics. After a preliminary intaroduction to a mythic paaral 

lei, the reader may areact with delight and Intearest because 

of the newly perceived resemblance, or he may recoil doubt

fully if he does not feel that the similarity signifies aaiy-

thing. Paroblems are likely to be encountered by him when 

he reads the critical discussions of Faulkner's mythic usage 

because of the sheer number of aarticles that have been writ-

tmxi because of the variety of conclusions reached by the 

critics, sometimes contradictoary to one another; and be

cause of the scant evidence on which some critics base the 

parallels they have drawn. Virtually everyone would agree 

that certain parallels are valid, as for instance the mythic 

analogy pointed out between Thomas Sutpen and the biblical 

King David; the title Absalom. Absalom! parovides the obvious 

114 
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connection. On the other hand, other parallels pointed out 

by critics seem only to be details from the description of 

a character or situation which the critic has twisted to 

fit into a certain mythic mold. Furthemore, different 

critics examining the same sources have found different 

archetypal meanings. 

Good examples of these problems are in the discus

sions of pagan mythology in the work of Barbara Cross and 

Robert Slabey. In her article, "The Sound and the Fury: 

The Pattem of Sacrifice," many of Miss Cross's ideas are 

enlighteniafig; she provides a thorough investigation of the 

rebirth archetype for example. But she seems to become 

bogged down in details and to give the impression of over-

eageamess In the abundance of primitive archetypes that 

she finds lurking beneath the surface of The Sound and the 

Fuary. There is, furthearmore, shaarp disagaremnent between 

her and Slabey on the time of the rites of Adonis, with 

whom both liave drawn parallels. Miss Cross sets the time 

in June, in keeping with the parallel between Quentin Comp

son of The Sound and the Fury and Adonis, because Quentin 

dies in June; Slabey, in contrast, sets the rites in late 

summer to coincide with the Joe Christmas story in Lig^t 

in August. The Golden Bough reports celebration of the 

rites at various times by different people; consequently, 

both Cross and Slabey are correct. The point is, however, 

that both manage to make the available facts support their 
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own interpretations. In reading the critics one is likely 

to be put on one's guard not to be taken in by what might 

be attempts to force mythic analogies to fit. Equally dls-

turbiiag aare the identifications by John L. Longley and 

Use Dusolr Lind of both Joe Christmas and Thomaa Sutpen 

as Oedipus figures; for they are extremely different char

acters, and the portions of the Oedipus stoary that fit one 

are unlikely to apply to the other. 

Even greater confusion is likely to be found in 

Hebraic-Christian myth criticism. Many chaaracters have 

been identified with Christ, including Charles Bon, Joe 

Christmas, Lena Garovete baby, and the Idiot Benjy Compson. 

The parallels with Christ are pearhaps the most Interesting 

cmes drawn by critics, but after perusal of several articlea 

the areader begins to feel that there is likely to be a po-

t«itial Christ-figure scxnewhere on eveary page of a Faulkner 

novel. Most of the Christ parallels are well suppoarted; 

and the critics, for the most part, do not insist on abso

lute identifications of the characters with Christ, being 

content to say that Faulkner created characters that re

semble Cairlst in some way and thus invite comparisons. 

Typical of such identifications are John Edward Hardy's of 

Miss Quantin as a Chriat figure on the basis of several de

tails, one of irtilch is that her room is found empty on 

Baster Suawlay moaming; and Caarvel Collins's ironic paarallel 

drawn between the activities of the Compson children and 
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those of Christ on successive days of the Passion Week. 

As Collins points out, theare would be no reason for Faulk

ner's caaraful dates in each of the sections of The Sound 

and tl^ Fuary if thay did not lead the reader to take a 

closer look at the Easter amarrative which they invoke. 

It is easier to accept the critics' explanations 

of all the Christ figures, however, than that by Beekman 

Cottrell in his identification of Gail Rii^tower of Light 

In Augcuat with Pontius Pilate in the Easter narrative paaral

lel, on the basis of what seems to be eactaremely weak evi

dence t n«aaly, that the name Hli^tower is closely asso-

eiatad with Latin words like pile, a pillar, pons, a baridge 

or the floor of a tower, aafid pilatus, bald or close-shaven; 

that both Hightower and Pilate were mysterious figures 

aaround whom legends had garown up; and that both had loud 

voices. It is possible, of course, that a parallel exists, 

but it eeesAB a weak oaie indeed. 

A fuarther instance of caritics faraaly interparating 

to fit their own purposes is found in two views genearally 

offered of the relati<»i8hip of Lena Grove and Byron Bunch 

^ Light in Augtist. Most critics who mention the topic at 

all (including Beekman Cottrell and John Edward Hardy) see 

in Hyrm, Lena, and the baby a parallel with tha Holy 

Family, but John L. Longley vary confidently intaarparats tha 

Lena-Hyaran ralationship as the Gaarden of Eden story. Such 

instances of critical inconsistencies nay be amusing, but 

I: 
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they are also confusing: numerous Christ figures, some

times more than one in the same novel; the same characters 

identified by several caritics with different biblical char

acters; vague resemblances between certain Faulknerian 

characters and ceartain biblical chaaracters. With regard to 

such confusion John Edward Hardy advises wisely that since 

Charistian myth survives in our society only in fragments, 

it would be unrealistic to impose its oarder too rigidly upon 

Faulkner's representation of modeam society." As he points 

out, no one character can be seen as the perfect image of 

Christ; the image of Charist and His minis tary may be seen 

paartially and mcxamitarlly but never wholly or pearfectiy; 

and whan His drama is repeated in human affairs, it is not 

always neccssaarily In the original chronological order. 

Thus, accoarding to Hardy, Faulkner is theologically sound 

in not making his Christian syiabolism too rigid. Whatever 

their application of it, many critics have noted the Charis

tian myth in Frulkner's works aaid have found that Faulkner's 

stories seem to take on added significance when the Chris

tian connotations are considered. 

As far as tha modem mythic sources are conceamed, 

there is a good possibility that criticism will continue 

to appear in this area because succeeding critics will prob

ably continue to tinA parallels. The most valuable 

^Hardy, Man in tha Modem Hovel, pp. 155-56. 
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mvastigstions thus far are those made by various critics 

of the functicm of Macbeth's soliloquy in The Sound and the 

Fury, which has an obvious connection because of the title 

of the novel, and the study by Caarvel Colliawi of the mythic 

parallel between the Compson childaren and the Fareudian ex

planation of personality. The similarities cited by critics 

between Faulkner's fiction and the work of T, S. Eliot seem 

convineiaig anough» as does the analogy between Faulkner's 

novels and Gothic fiction althou^ the Gothic quality of 

Faulkner's fiction laay be the result of other factors than 

Faulkner's study of any specific Gothic novels. 

Faulkner's function as a mythopoelc writer seems 

to have be^i adequately handled by critical analysis. It 

is obvious that the story of the Old South pearoeates Faulk

ner's fiction; the uniqueness of the sitiiation is the use 

Fteulknar puts the story to by elevating it to myth. The 

minor disagreaBWits amaag the caritics in respect to various 

points of the myth (such as what the Southem curse actually 

was) are less iiaportant than the fact that each has pointed 

out frulkner's ccmvearsion of Southem history into myth. 

Faulkner'a use of Southem myth most often is as 

tha lar^r framework against which tha details of the story 

are deployed. Other bodies of myth tend to constitute sub

ordinate organiaational patterns. But both the larger and 

tha smallar mythic pattams have in common the abiUty to 

land a universality of meaning, an added deptti, to the 
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surfeea stoary. In the opinion of most critics, once the 

reader is given the proper clue, he will work out other 

eoBtparisons for himself, on the basis of Faulkner's own 

hints: hints in the forms of names or situations which 

suggest parallel mythological souarces. It is known that 

Faulknar was familiar with the pagan and Charistian myths. 

But wh«i he was asked if he deliberately had in mind a cor-

arespondence between the situations of Joe Charistmas and 

Oedipus, he denied any deliberate intentions, though admit

ting the possibility of subconscious influence: 

No, iK>t deliberately and not ccmsciously. That's 
axu>ther matter of the writer areachiaig back into 
the lumber arocmi of his memory for whatever he 
needs to careate the character or the situation, 
and the similaarity is there but it was not by 
delibaarate intent. It was by coincidence—not 
accident but by coincidence.*^ 

A8 Faulkner has repeatedly pointed out, a wariter draws upon 

both autobiogaraphical expeariences and personal areading when 

it is advantage<»u8 for him to do so. 

The validity of the effoarts of the critics in their 

search for mythic pattems in Faulkner's fiction and of 

thair exploration of the parallels eadsting between his 

characters and sltuatiois and those of ancient and modem 

mythologies lies priinarily in the enrichment such investi

gations offer the study of the work of a great modem 

^Faulknar, Faulkner in the University, p. 72. 

^ 
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writer. Occasionally a caritic se^s to press his analogy 

too far, grasping someidiat too desperately at staraws of 

evidancai but on the whole criticism of mythic elements 

has opened up for the araadar new vistas in Faulkaiar's 

fiction idiich one can ill affoard to overlook. 
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